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Abstract
In  th is  thesis, we give a realization and exp lic itly  describe a basis and the corre­
sponding module action for all non-integral simple torsion free A n-modules o f fin ite  
degree. Th is  realization w ill m irro r certain fin ite  dimensional modules viewed in  terms 
of a tableau formalism . In  fact, the basis and module action which we defined for 
these realizations is described in  terms of the module action on the tableau realization 
o f fin ite  dimensional modules.
i i i
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1 Introduction
Let L  be a fin ite  dimensional simple Lie algebra over the complex numbers C, and 
let H  be a Cartan subalgebra o f L. A n  L-module V  is said to  be a weight module 
provided V  =  ©Aew^Xj where
V\ =  {v £ V  \ h.v — A(h)v for a ll h £ %}.
Every simple fin ite  dimensional L-module is a weight module and is completely de­
term ined by its  highest weight. However, obtaining a classification for the simple 
in fin ite  dimensional L-modules is far more d ifficu lt. In  fact, Lemire [9] showed tha t 
simple in fin ite  dimensional modules need not be weight modules w ith  respect to  any 
Cartan subalgebra %. As a result, at the present time, the classification o f a ll simple 
L-modules seems to  be beyond reach. However, a complete classification o f the simple 
weight L-modules having fin ite  dimensional weight spaces does exist.
A  m ajor step in  th is classification came when Suren Fernando [6] reduced the 
problem to  the classification o f a ll simple weight modules w ith  fin ite  dimensional 
weight spaces on which the root vectors act injectively. A  weight L-m odule w ith  this 
property is said to  be torsion free. C learly any torsion free module has the property 
tha t all o f its  weight spaces have the same dimension, called the degree o f the module. 
Fernando went on to  show tha t only the simple Lie algebras o f type A  and C adm it 
simple torsion free modules o f fin ite  degree.
In  [10] M ath ieu classifies and provides a realization o f all simple torsion free weight 
modules having fin ite  degree. M ath ieu ’s realization is very complicated, and therefore 
a need for an elementary realization was desirable. This was given by B ritten  and 
Lemire [3] where, using the work o f Mathieu, showed tha t every simple torsion free 
module o f fin ite  degree is a submodule o f the tensor product o f a simple torsion free 
module o f degree 1 and a fin ite  dimensional module. This realization, however, does 
not exp lic itly  give a basis and a module action for the simple torsion free modules.
M athieu partitions a ll simple torsion free modules o f fin ite  degree in to  three cate­
gories, the integral regular, singular integral and non-integral regular. In  th is thesis, 
we exp lic itly  describe a basis and a module action for all non-integral regular simple
1
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torsion free A n-modules o f fin ite  degree. This realization is constructed by working 
w ith  certain fin ite  dimensional modules viewed in  terms of a tableau formalism. More­
over, we show tha t describing th is module action is no more d ifficu lt than determ ining 
the module action on certain fin ite  dimensional modules.
2 Lie Algebra Background
The aim o f th is chapter is to  review the background in form ation on Lie algebras and 
the ir representations. This chapter w ill assume the reader is fam ilia r w ith  vector 
space theory and basic abstract algebra. We use for our basic reference Humphreys 
“ In troduction  to  Lie Algebras and Representation Theory” [7]. Most results are stated 
w ithou t p roof as they can be found in th is basic reference.
2.1 Basic Definitions
Although the general defin ition o f an algebra is over an a rb itra ry  field, we restrict to 
algebras over the field o f complex numbers C.
Definition 2 .1. Let A  be a vector space over C. A  is said to  be an algebra over C 
provided there is a b ilinear binary operation \ A * .  A  — > A  w ith  (x ,y)  w ritten  
as xy such tha t
1. (ax +  y)z =  a(xz) +  yz , and
2. x(by +  z) =  b(xy) +  xz
for all a, 6 G C and x ,y , z  G A.  This binary operation is called m ultip lica tion. 
Sometimes the m u ltip lica tion  defined on an algebra is denoted by x * y or [x,y].
There are two main types o f algebras o f interest to  us, associative algebras and Lie
algebras.
D efinition 2 .2 . A n associative algebra A  over a field C is an algebra over C such 
tha t
2
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1. {xy)z =  x(yz)
for all x,y,  z € A.  I f  A  contains an iden tity  element, i.e. an element 1 such tha t 
\ x  =  x l  =  x for a ll x G A,  then we call A  an unital associative algebra. A
Rem ark 2.1. In  th is work all our associative algebras w ill be un ita l unless otherwise 
stated.
Definition 2.3. Let G =  {g i , . . . ,  gn} be a fin ite  group w ith  group operation *. The 
group algebra, C[G], is the vector space over C having basis {gi, ■ ■ ■, gn}, w ith  
m u ltip lica tion  defined by:
where g,h  E G  and ag, bh £ C. This algebra is an associative algebra. The group 
algebra concept can be defined over in fin ite  groups as well.
Exam ple 2 .1. O f particu lar interest to  us is the group algebra <C[SV]> where SV is 
called the sym m etric group on the set M  =  { 1 , . . . ,  N }  w ith  N  e Z > i. This group 
is the collection o f a ll bijective functions from  M  to  M  w ith  group operation being 
composition.
Definition 2.4. Let (^4, and ( B , * 2) be associative algebras. Let p  : A  —> B be 
a linear map from  A  to  B w ith  the property tha t p(x  *1 y) — p(x) * 2  p(y)  for all 
x, y e A.  Then p  is called an algebra homomorphism. I f  p  is bijective then cp is 
called an isom orphism . In  th is case, A  and B are said to  be isom orphic, denoted 
A  =  B. When p  is bijective, and A  =  B we call p  an automorphism .
Definition 2.5. Let A  be an associative algebra and I  C A  be a sub-vector space 
of A.  Then 7 is a left ideal of A  provided yx € I  for a ll x € I  and y e A. I  is a 
right ideal o f A  provided xy € I  for a ll x G I  and y e A. I  is a two sided ideal 
or sim ply an ideal provided I  is both a le ft and righ t ideal.
subalgebra K  <  A  is a sub-vector space o f A  w ith  the property tha t xy e K  for all 
x,y  e K .
3
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D efinition 2 .6 . Let A  be an associative algebra and I  be a proper ideal o f A.  The 
quotient algebra is the associative algebra A / 1 =  {x + 1 \ x E .4} o f cosets w ith  
add ition and scalar m u ltip lica tion  given by a(x +  I )  +  b(y +  I )  =  (ax +  by) +  I ,  and 
product is given by (x +  I ) ( y  +  I )  =  xy +  I ,  for a ll x,y  E A  and a, b E C.
Definition 2.7. A  Lie algebra over C is a vector space L  having a m u ltip lica tion  
[•,•]:  L  x  L  — y L, called a bracket operation, such tha t for a ll x ,y , z  E L  and a,b E C 
the follow ing conditions are satisfied:
1. B ilinea rity
(a) [ax +  by, z\ =  a[x, z] +  b[y, z]
(b) [z, ax +  by] — a[z, x] +  b[z, y]
2 . [a;, re] =  0 and
3. The Jacobi iden tity  holds: [x, [y, z]] +  [y, [z, x]] +  [z, [x, y]] =  0.
Remark 2.2. We notice tha t property 2 together w ith  b ilinearity  gives us an ti­
com m uta tiv ity  in  the following sense:
[x, y\ =  ~[y,x\
for a ll x ,y  E L.
Exam ple 2 .2 . An associative algebra A  w ith  m ultip lica tion  * can be turned in to  a Lie 
algebra by defining a bracket operation by a com m utator product: [x, y] =  x * y  — y*x ,  
for all x ,y  E A . We denote th is Lie algebra by A ~ . In particu lar, suppose V  is a
vector space over a field C. Let E n d (V ) be the set o f linear transform ations from
V  — > V  then End(V)  is an associative algebra under the operations o f addition
and composition o f functions. By defining a bracket operation [x, y] =  xy — yx on
End(V)  a Lie algebra is created. We denote th is Lie algebra (End(V))~  by gl(V)  and 
call i t  the general linear algebra on V . In  the case tha t V  is fin ite  dimensional, 
after fix ing  a basis for V, (dimV =  n +  1), we may identify  g l (V ) w ith  the set of 
(n +  1) x (n +  1) matrices over C, denoted gl(n +  1, C).
4
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We now introduce some basic concepts o f Lie algebras.
D efinition 2.8. I f  L  and L'  are two Lie algebras, then the map p : L  — > L' is a Lie 
algebra hom om orphism  provided
1. p(ax +  by) =  ap(x) +  bp(y) and 
2- p([x,y\) =  [p(x),p{y)}
for all x ,y  G L  and a, b G C. A  Lie algebra homomorphism which is in jective and 
surjective is said to  be an isomorphism.
D efinition 2.9. Let L  be a Lie algebra. A  vector subspace K  o f L  is called a 
subalgebra o f L  provided i t  is itse lf a Lie algebra under the operations tha t it  
inherits from  L.
Definition 2.10. Let L  be a Lie algebra. A  subalgebra K  o f L  is called an ideal
provided \x,y] G K  for a ll x G L  and y G K .
Remark 2.3. Unlike associative algebras, we need not define the notion o f a le ft 
ideal or a righ t ideal as an ti-com m uta tiv ity  in  a Lie algebra implies tha t any le ft ideal 
or righ t ideal is in  fact an ideal.
Rem ark 2.4. For a Lie algebra L, let \L, L] consist o f a ll linear combinations o f 
commutators [x, y] for x,y  G L. C learly [L, L] is an ideal o f L.
D efinition 2 .11 . Let I  be a Lie algebra. L  is said to be sim ple provided [L , L\ ^  0 
and the only ideals o f L  are (0) and L.
Exam ple 2.3. In  th is work, we are interested in the special linear Lie algebra, A n. 
I t  is the subalgebra o f gl(n +  1, C) given by:
A n =  { X  =  (Xij) G gl(n +  1, C) | Trace(X)  =  xu -H------- h X(n+i)(n+i) =  0}.
A t th is po in t, we note tha t An is closed under the com m utator product because 
Trace(AB) — Trace(BA)  for a ll square matrices. One can show th a t An is a simple 
fin ite  dimensional Lie algebra over C.
5
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Definition 2.12. A  Lie algebra L  is said to  be abelian provided [L,L\  =  0. 
D efinition 2.13. I f  L  is a Lie algebra then the derived series o f L  is defined by
L (0) = L ;  L {k+1) =  [L{k), L {k)]
for k E Z > 0. L  is said to  be solvable provided L ^  — 0 for some k E Z > 0. I f  I  is an 
ideal o f L  then I  is said to be a solvable ideal of L  provided I  is solvable as a Lie 
algebra.
Proposition  2.1. Let L  be a Lie algebra.
1. I f  L  is solvable then so are a ll subalgebras and homomorphic images o f L.
2. I f  I  and J  are solvable ideals o f L  then so is I  +  J.
Proof. See for example Proposition 3.1 in  [7] □
Proposition 2 .2 . For a Lie algebra L  there exists a unique m axim al solvable ideal 
which is called the radical o f L  and denoted Rad L.
Proof. Let L  be a Lie algebra. Since L  is fin ite  dimensional and (0) is solvable by 
Zorn’s lemma there exists a m axim al solvable ideal o f S o f L. Suppose tha t I  is 
another m axim al solvable ideal o f L. By Proposition 2.1 part 2 we have tha t S + 1 is 
a solvable ideal o f L. By m axim ality, S +  I  =  S or I C S  and uniqueness is shown. 
Therefore, every fin ite  dimensional Lie algebra contains a unique m axim al solvable 
ideal.
□
D efinition 2.14. A  Lie algebra L  is said to  be sem isim ple provided Rad L  =  (0).
Remark 2.5. Every simple Lie algebra is semisimple. To see this, le t L  be a simple 
Lie algebra. Then the ideal ^  (0) and hence Z /1) =  L. Therefore, L ^  =  L ^  (0) 
for a ll k. Therefore L  is not solvable, since the only ideals o f L  are (0) and L, tha t 
is, Rad L  — (0), i.e. L  is semisimple.
6
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D e f in it io n  2.15. Let L  be a Lie algebra. For x £ L  define adx : L  —> L  by adx(y) =  
[x, y\ for a ll y £ L. adx is called the a d jo in t  a c t io n  o f x on L.
P ro p o s it io n  2.3. Let L  be a L ie algebra. Then Adi  — {o,dx \ x £ L )  is a Lie 
subalgebra o f gl(L),  in  particu la r [adx , ady] =  ad[XtV] for a ll x ,y  £ L.
Proof. B y the b ilinea rity  o f [•, •] we have th a t adx is a linear map, adx +  ady =  adx+y 
and b(adx) =  adbx for a ll x ,y  £ L  and b £  C. Lastly,
[adx, ady](z) =  adxady(z) — adyadx(z)
=  adx([y,z]) -  ady([x,z])
=  [y, z]] ~  [y> [®7 *]]
=  [x, [y,z]] +  [[x,z],y\
=  [[x,y),z\
=  ad[Xty](z)
and therefore, Adl is a Lie subalgebra o f gl{L). □
T h e o re m  2.1. (L ie ’s Theorem) Le t L  be a solvable subalgebra o f g l (V ) w ith  V  
fin ite  dimensional. Then the matrices o f L  relative to  a suitable basis o f V  are upper 
triangular.
Proof. See fo r example, Corollary 4.1 (A ) in  [7] □
2.2 Killing Form
From th is  po in t on we restrict ourselves to  fin ite  dimensional Lie algebras over C.
D e f in it io n  2.16. Let L  be a Lie algebra. The K i l l in g  fo rm  on L  is a sym metric 
b ilinear associative form  defined by:
/C : L  x L  — C,
such th a t
K.(x,y) =  Trace{adxady).
7
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R e m a rk  2.6 . The b ilinea rity  o f the K ill in g  form  is a result o f linea rity  o f the ad and 
trace operators. Sym m etry is due to  sym m etry o f the trace operator. Associativ ity 
is easy to  prove: Take x ,y , z  G L  then,
^([•^) y\ ) — Tr((id[x,y]Q'dz')
=  Tr( [adx,ady]adz) (Proposition 2.3)
=  Tr(adxadyadz — adyadxadz)
— J. V ((xdxcidy ddz adxadzady)
— T r (adxad[y!Z]) (Proposition 2.3)
=  K.(x, [y ,z ]).
D e f in it io n  2 .17. Let L  be a Lie algebra. A  bilinear form  ( • , • ) :  L  x  L  —>• C is n o n  
deg e n e ra te  provided (x, y) — 0 for a ll y G L  implies x =  0.
T h e o re m  2.2 . L  is a semisimple L ie algebra i f  and only i f  the K ill in g  form  JC on L  
is non degenerate.
Proof. See for example Theorem 5.1 in  [7] □
2.3 Rootspace decomposition for semisimple Lie algebras
In  th is  section, we brie fly  review the structure  theory of fin ite  dimensional semisimple 
Lie algebras over C.
D e f in it io n  2.18. Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra. A  subalgebra T  o f L  is called 
to ra l provided for every i G T ,  adx is diagonalizable.
P ro p o s it io n  2.4. There exists a m axim al to ra l subalgebra in  every fin ite  dimensional 
semisimple Lie algebra.
Proof. See for example Section 8.1 in  [7] □
L e m m a  2 .1 . Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra. A  to ra l subalgebra o f L  is abelian.
Proof. See for example Lemma 8.1 in  [7] □
8
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D efin ition  2.19. Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra. A  C artan subalgebra, % o f
L  is a m axim al to ra l subalgebra o f L.
R em ark 2.7. F ix  a Cartan subalgebra, PL o f L. Denote the vector space o f linear 
functionals on %  by PL*. For each a  £  PL*, define La =  {x £ L \ [h,x\ =  a(h)x  V 
h £ PL}. Since PL is abelian, P roposition  2.3 tells us tha t adi{PL) — {ad^h \ h £ PL} is 
a com m uting fam ily  o f semisimple endomorphisms o f L. A  standard result in  linear 
algebra im plies th a t ad^PL) is sim ultaneously diagonalizable. T h a t is, we have the 
follow ing decomposition fo r our sem isimple Lie algebra L:
L =  ®  La.
atzH*
P roposition  2.5. Let PL be a C a rtan  subgalgebra for a semisimple Lie algebra L. 
Then % =  Lq.
Proof. See for example C oro lla ry 8.1 in  [7] □
D efinition 2.20. Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra. I f  0 ±  a  € PL* and L a ^  0 
then a  is said to  be a root o f L  re la tive  to  H.  The set o f roots o f L  relative to  'H 
is denoted by $ . For each a  £  $ , L a is a root space of L  w ith  respect to  W. The 
non-zero vectors in  L a are called root vectors.
We have arrived at the standard root space decom position of L:
L = 'H La.
Lemma 2.2. Let L  be a semi-simple L ie algebra. I f  a,/3 £ & w ith  a  +  f3 7^  0 then 
La is orthogonal to  Lp w ith  respect to  the K illin g  form  K  of L. In  other words, 
JC(x,y) =  0 fo r a ll x £ La and y £ Lp.
Proof. Take x £ La , y £ Lp. Since o; /  /3, select an element h £ % such tha t
a(h) ±  /3(h).
9
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a(h)JC(x, y) — JC(a(h)x, y)
=  K{[h,x],y)
=  - )C([x ,h],y )  
=  -JC(x,[h,y])  
=  - K ( x ,P (h )y )  
=  ~P{h)K.{x,y)
Therefore, (a (h ) +  f i(h))K.(x,y) =  0, i.e. fC(x,y) =  0. □
L e m m a  2 .3 . The restriction o f the K ill in g  form  to  PL is non-degenerate.
Proof. Assume L  ^  (0). Since L  is semisimple by Theorem 2.2, /C is non-degenerate
on L  and so we may take 0 ^  x G L 0 and y G L  w ith  JC(x,y) 0. Now, y =  
y0 +  ya w ith  y0 € L0 and ya 6  L a fo r a £ $ .  Since L$ is orthogonal to  La for 
a ll a  G $  we have,
=  K(x,y0).
Therefore, there exists a y0 G L 0 w ith  tC(x: yo) y^  0, i.e. K. restricted to  L0 is nonde-
R e m a rk  2 .8 . In  ligh t o f Lemma 2.3 we may identify  PL w ith  PL* by using the K illin g  
form  as follows: For 4> e PL* assign a unique element t# G PL satisfying h)
fo r a ll h ePL.  In  particu lar, $  corresponds to  the subset { t Q | ot £ $ }  o f PL.
T h e o re m  2 .3 . Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra w ith  $  being the set o f roots in  L 
relative to  a fixed Cartan subalgebra PL.
1. <3> spans PL*.
2. I f  a, P and a  +  P G $  then [La, Lp] =  La+p.
10
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3. I f  a  G $  and col G $  then c =  ± 1  and L a is one dimensional.
4. Let a,/3 € & w ith  P ^  ± a .  Le t r, q be the largest integers fo r which p  — ra,  
P +  qa are roots. Then for —r < i < q , P  +  i a £ $  and /3(ha) =  r  — q.
5. I f  a  G $  then for any 0 / r a e I Q there exists elements ya G L _ Q and ha ^ 'H  
such th a t Spanc{ha, xa , ya} m sl(2,C).
6 . ha — K^ t~) and ha =  - h _ a .
7. L  is generated as a Lie algebra by the root spaces L a.
Proof. See fo r example Proposition 8.3 and 8.4 in  [7] □
Since the K ill in g  form  is non-degenerate on H  the correspondence between $  and 
{ ta | a  G $ }  C %  allows us to  define an inner product on E  =  Span^(^):
(A4) — K-’ if li i  tv)-
We refer to  E  as the E u c lid e a n  space  spanned by 4>.
T h e o re m  2 .4 . Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra. Let %  be a Cartan subalgebra o f 
L, $  the set o f roots o f L  relative to  7-L and E  =  Span^($).  The fo llow ing properties 
hold:
1. $  is fin ite , spans E  and does no t contain 0,
2. I f  a  G the only m ultip les o f a  in  $  are ± a ,
3. I f  a, P G $  then P — j§^ o c  G and
4. I f  a , P € $  then G Z.’ ~ (a,a)
Proof. See for example Theorem 8.5 in  [7] □
D e f in it io n  2 .21 . Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra w ith  Cartan subalgebra %. $  
denote the set o f roots o f L  re lative to  % and E  — SpanK($).  I f  $  satisfies properties 
1 to  4 in  Theorem 2.4 then $  is said to  be a r o o t  sys tem . I f  A  C $  such tha t
11
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1. A  is a basis fo r E , and
2. for every j3 G <3>, /3 can be expressed as an integral linear com bination o f elements 
from  A  where a ll coefficients are non-negative or non-positive.
then A  is a base for $  and the elements in  A  are called sim ple roots.
Theorem  2.5. Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra w ith  roo t system <3>. Then $  has 
a base A .
Proof. See for example Theorem 10.1.2 [7] □
D efinition 2.22. Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra w ith  root system $  and base A . 
Let
n




< T ( A )  =  {/3 G $  | p =  Y ^ k ia i  a ; G Z < 0},
1=1
where <f>+ (A ) is referred to  as the positive roots o f $  and $ ~ ( A )  is referred to  as 
the negative roots o f <L.
Rem ark 2.9. Clearly by defin ition the set o f positive and negative roots o f $  pa rtition  
$ .
2.4 The Weyl Group
Definition 2.23. Let I  be a semisimple Lie algebra, w ith  root system <&. Let E  
be the Euclidean space spanned by $ . For each a  G le t aQ : E  —» E  denote the 
reflection in  the hyperplane perpendicular to  a.  i.e.
M t ) =  7 “  2 [a, a)
for a ll 7  G E.  Define the W eyl group, denoted W , to be the group generated by 
(<tq | a  G $ } .
12
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P ro p o s it io n  2 .6 . Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra, w ith  root system <F. Let A  be 
a base for $ . Then W  is generated by the set {aa \ a  G A } .
Proof. See fo r example Theorem 10.3 in  [7]. □
D e f in it io n  2 .24. For a semisimple Lie algebra L  w ith  root system $  w ith  respect to  
the Cartan subalgebra PL, f ix  a base A  =  { » ! , . . . ,  ctn}  w ith  basis { h i , . . . ,  hn}  o f PL, 
where hi =  hai. O bta in the dual basis for PL* by choosing, for each i, cut € PL* given 
by 0Ji(hj) =  8ij and extending linearly. We call { tu i , . . .  ,ojn} the fu n d a m e n ta l basis 
for PL* relative to  A , and the ufs  are called the fu n d a m e n ta l w e ig h ts . Notice 
the fundamental weights are defined w ith  respect to  A , i.e. i f  you change A  the 
fundamental weights change.
E x a m p le  2.4. For An the fundamental weights are given by:
—i  +  1) i (n — k +  1)
U i = )  J-±----------— Lotj +  >  -----------— La k
^  n  +  1 ' n + 13=1 k=i
for i =  1, . . .  n.
D e f in it io n  2.25. Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra, w ith  Cartan subalgebra PL and 
root system $ . Let tvi, . . .  ,ujn be the fundam ental weights w ith  respect to  a fixed 
base A  =  { a u , . . . ,  a n}. Define
n
i — l
We now define another useful action o f the W eyl group.
D e f in it io n  2.26. Let L  be a semisimple L ie algebra, w ith  root system $  and fixed 
base A . Let E  be the Euclidean space spanned by $ , and W  be the W eyl group o f 
L. Define the a ffin e  a c t io n  o f W  on E  to  be • : W  x  E  E  given by
a ■ 7  =  <x(7 +  p) -  p
2.5 Structure of An
O ur algebra o f interest is the special linear L ie algebra given by
A n =  { X  =  ( X i j )  e gi{n +  1, C) | Trace X  =  xn  +  b x (n+1)(n+i) =  0}.
13
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We give a description o f its  roo t space decomposition.
The set o f a ll diagonal matrices in  An forms a Cartan subalgebra, which we w ill 
denote by H.  Define the linear functiona l e* : % —> C  by C j(M ) =  mu where 
M  =  (rriij) G H ,  for i =  1 , . . . ,  n  +  1.
The roots for A n can be expressed in  terms o f the et ’s as follows:
<3> =  {± (e j  -  €j) | 1 <  i <  j  <  n +  1}.
Define a, =  e* — Cj+i for i =  1, . . . ,  n. Then A  =  { c t i , . . . ,  a n} is a set o f simple 
roots for <3>. Since, $  =  {± (e j  — ej) =  ± (a i +  • • • +  ctj-i) | 1 <  i <  j  <  n  +  1}, we 
easily see tha t
<F+ (A ) =  {c j — tj  | 1 <  i <  j  <  n +  1}
and
<3>- (A ) =  {ej -  Ci | 1 <  i <  j  <  n +  1}.
A  basis for A n can be defined in  terms o f the standard m a tr ix  un its  as follows:
X a -  E i j  for a  =  t i -  ej e $ + (A),
Ya — E j j  for a  =  ej — 6i e <3>- (A ), and
Hat — fo r  i  =  1, . . . , 71.
For a  E $ + (A)  we have L a =  CDC* and so X a is a root vector. For a  € $ - (A)
we have L a — <CYa and so Ya is a root vector. The rootspace decomposition for An
is given by:
An =  H  ®  C X Q ®  CYa .
a£$+(A) a€$_(A)
14
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2.6 Tensor algebras
In  th is section our goal is to  introduce the notion o f a tensor algebra. This algebra 
w ill be central in  the construction o f the so called universal enveloping algebra and 
free Lie algebra.
D e f in it io n  2.27. Let V\ and V2 be two vector spaces over a field K  w ith  basis 
BVl =  { u i , - -  - ,vm} and BV2 =  {mi, --  - , « „ }  for Vx and V2 respectively. Then the 
te n s o r p ro d u c t  o f V\ w ith  V2, denoted Vi <S> V2 is the vector space having basis:
{vi <g> Uj\ i = 1, • • • , m, j  = 1, • ■ • , n }
where
n n
Vi <g> ( £ 2  bjUj) =  J 2  0  uj ) 
j= 1 j=l
m m
(Y ,  diVi) ® U j  =  Y 2  ai(Vi 0  U3)
i- 1 i= l
for a ll Vi € V i , Uj G V2 and al) bj € K .  This defin ition may be extended to  ® NVt :=  
Vi <S> • • • <S> Vn  and i t  is called the N - fo ld  te n s o r  p ro d u c t.  A ny /3 £ Vi is said 
to  be a s im p le  te n s o r provided f3 — Pi ®  • • • ® Pn  where Pi 6 V  for * =  1 , . . . ,  N .
D efinition 2.28. Let V  be a fin ite  dimensional vector space over C w ith  basis 
{ux, . . . ,  vn}. For k G N define T ° V  =  C and T kV  — (^)fc V  (the k-fo ld tensor 
product o f V  w ith  itse lf) for k >  1. Let T ( V )  — YlkLo 35 a vecf ° r  space. A
basis for T'(V ’) is { 1 ,v^ ®  ® Vik \ k 6 Z j>0 ; i j  =  1 , . . .  , n } .  Define a m ultip lica tion
on the basis elements by jux tapos ition  and extend linearly:
(vh <g> • • • <g> vik) { v j l 0  • • • <8> VjP =  v h ®  ■ ■ ■ 0  v ik ®  Vil  0  • • • <g> Vj,
W ith  th is  m u ltip lica tion  T ( V )  is an associative algebra w ith  1 and is called the te n s o r 
a lg e b ra  on V.
15
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2.7 Universal Enveloping Algebra
The universal enveloping algebra o f a Lie algebra is a central object o f study in 
representation theory. In  th is section we give a b rie f description o f it ,  and we follow 
th is  section w ith  an in troduction  to  representations.
D efinition 2.29. Let A  and B be two associative algebras over C. The map p : A  —»• 
B is an algebra hom om orphism  provided:
1. p(ax +  by) =  ap(x) +  bp(y), and
2. p(xy) =  p(x)p(y)
for a ll x ,y  6  A  and a, b e C.
D efinition 2.30. A  universal enveloping algebra of L  is a pa ir (U { L ) , i ) where 
U(L)  is an associative algebra w ith  1, i : L —> U (L )  is a linear map satisfying:
i{[x,y]) =  i{x)i (y) -  i (y) i (x)
for all x, y € L, and the follow ing holds: for any associative algebra A  w ith  1 and 
any Lie algebra homomorphism h : L  —»■ A~  there is a unique associative algebra 
homomorphism h : U ( L ) -4  A  such th a t h( 1) =  1 and h =  h o i .
h






Rem ark 2.10. We outline the existence and uniqueness o f a universal enveloping 
algebra o f L. Construct T (L )  using only the vector space structure o f L. Let J  be 
the ideal o f T (L )  generated by { x ® y  — y ® x  — [x, y] \ x ,y  G L }. Let U{L)  =  T ( L ) / J .  
Define 7r : T ( L ) —> U (L )  be the canonical homomorphism, and i : L  —¥ U ( L ) be 
restriction o f 7r to  L. I t  follows tha t (U ( L ) , i ) is a universal enveloping algebra o f L  
and is in  fact unique.
16
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Proof. See for example Section 17.2 in [7] □
N o ta t io n .  To s im p lify  notation, when working w ith  the universal enveloping algebra, 
xy is to  be interpreted as x ®  y.
The follow ing Theorem has been specialized to  An but holds for any Lie algebra.
T h e o re m  2.6. (Po incare-B irkhoff-W itt) Let U{A n) be the universal enveloping al­
gebra o f A n. Let X i , . . .  ,Xk  and Y \ , . . . , Y k  be an ordered lis t o f the positive and 
negative foo t vectors as described in  Section 2.5 and H \ , . . . ,  H n be an ordered lis t of 
the H ai's also described in  Section 2.5. Then
2.8 Serre Relations
In  th is section we brie fly  review the generator/relations realization o f any semisimple 
Lie algebra L  as given by Serre. For more details see Section 18 in  [7]. This realization 
provides a com putational means to  verify whether a map p : L  —> g l (V ) is a Lie 
algebra homomorphism. In  the next section we w ill see th a t such a L ie algebra 
homomorphism w ill be referred to  as a representation.
D e f in it io n  2.31. I f  X  is a set then the free  L ie  a lg e b ra  generated on X  consists o f 
a pa ir (i , L ( X )) where L ( X )  is a L ie algebra and i : X  — > L ( X ) is a map such tha t 
i f  (j): X  — > L'  is a map in to  a Lie algebra L' then there exists a unique Lie algebra 
homomorphism : L ( X )  — > V  such tha t (f> o i =  (j>.
X ? 'Y } '  ■ ■ ■ Y lkH l l •■• #£» !  rm, k, h  e  Z>0}
is a basis o f U ( A n).
Proof. See for example Theorem 17.3 in  [7] □
V
%
L ( X )
17
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This property determines the pa ir (i , L ( X ) )  uniquely up to  isomorphism and is known 
as the universal m apping property.
Rem ark 2.11. We outline the existence and uniqueness o f such an algebra. The 
reader is encouraged to  refer to  the diagram below while reading through th is  con­
struction. Let X  be a set whose elements form  a basis for the vector space V  over C. 
Form the tensor algebra T ( V ) ,  which when endowed w ith  the bracket operation has 
a Lie algebra structure. V iew ing T ( V )  in  terms o f i t ’s Lie algebra structure, we see 
tha t T ( V )  contains the subalgebra generated by X , which we denote by L ( X ) .  Given 
a map <fi : X  —> L' where LI is a Lie algebra, define the in jection map i : X  —> V . 
There exists a unique linear map 0 : V  —> L'  such tha t 4>o i =  <j>. Define in jection 
maps j  : V  -»  T ( V )  and k : L'  —»• U(L')  respectively. Then there exists a unique 
associative algebra homomorphism ^  : T ( V )  —> U(L')  whose restric tion  to  L ( X )  is 
a Lie algebra homomorphism. Uniqueness follows from  the defin ition  and is easily 
verified.
(j) k
X --------------- V ---------------  U{L')  D V
/  /
i / -  /
/  <t> /





L ( X )  C T ( V )
Definition 2.32. Let L  be a semisimple Lie algbera. The C artan m atrix o f L  is 
given by
C (L) =  ( < a i , c j > ) =
\  (OLj, Oij) J
where A  =  {c t i , . . . ,  a n} are the simple roots.
18
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Rem ark 2.12. Taking the root system defined in Section 2.5 we have,
( 2 - 1  0
- 1  2 - 1 0 0
0 - 1 2  - 1 0 0
C(An) =
0 0 0 - 1  2 - 1
\ 0  0 0 o - i  2 y
L e m m a  2.4 . The Cartan m a trix  is independent o f the choice o f
Proof. See for example Theorem 10.3 (B) in  [7] □
L e m m a  2.5 . Let I  be a semisimple Lie algebra. L  is determined up to  isomorphism 
by i t ’s Cartan m atrix .
The fo llow ing theorem w ill be crucial in  la ter sections. Since i t  w ill be applied d irectly  
to  the Lie algebra A n, we state i t  in  terms o f th is  algebra.
T h e o re m  2.7. (Serre) Let PL be a Cartan subalgebra for An, <3> the set o f roots o f 
An re lative to  PL w ith  base A  =  { a \ , . . . ,  a n}. Let X  =  { xa i, yai, hai \ a, G A } .  Then 
A n is isomorphic to  the free Lie algebra L ( X )  subject to  the follow ing relations:
Proof. See for example Proposition 11.1 in  [7] □
1. \ha i, haj ] — 0 ,
2 . [ % a n  U c i j ]  f i i j h a i  —  0 ,
4. \hocii 1 J ~b Ojiyaj — 0,
5. =  0, i ^ j ,  and
6. {adyai) l -°^{yaj) = 0 , i ±  j
where is the (i , j ) entry o f C(An).
19
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Proof. See for example Theorem 18.3 in [7] □
D efinition 2.33. The relations 1 through 6 of Theorem 2.7 are called the Serre 
relations of A n.
Before closing th is section we emphasize our application o f Serre’s Theorem.
Let L ( X ) be the free Lie algebra generated by X  =  {xa i, ya i, hai | i =  1 , . . . ,  n}  
as in  Theorem 2.7. Let I  be the ideal o f L ( X )  generated by the elements o f L ( X ) 
obtained by tak ing  the le ft hand side o f relations 1 through 6 . Then An =  L { X ) / I .
For an a rb itra ry  Lie algebra L'  and a map 4> : X  —>■ L' there exists a unique Lie 






I f  I  C Ker(<j)), then 4> determines a unique Lie algebra homomorphism on An :
f>-.An =  L ( X ) / I  L' 
such th a t 4>{hai) =  <j>(hcJ ,  $(xa.) =  4>(xai) and 4>(yai) =  fo r i =  1, . .  .n.
2.9 Representation theory of semisimple Lie algebras
A  representation o f a Lie algebra is a special Lie algebra homomorphism. Throughout 
th is section L denotes a semisimple L ie algebra.
D e f in it io n  2.34. A  re p re s e n ta t io n  o f  a L ie  a lg e b ra  L is a pa ir (p, V) where V 
is a vector space and p : L — > gl(V) is a Lie algebra homomorphism. In  th is  case, 
V is called the representation space o f p.
20
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Exam ple 2.5. Since A n is a Lie subalgebra o f gl(Cn+1) =  gl(n +  1 ,C ), we see tha t 
the in jection map:
i : A n —> gl(n +  1, C)
is a representation o f An on <Cn+1. For th is  reason Cn+1 is called the natural repre­
sentation space o f A n, and we denote i t  by V.
We also have representations o f associative algebras.
D efinition 2.35. A  representation of an associative algebra A  is a pa ir (p, V ) 
where V  is a vector space and p : A  —> End(V)  is an associative algebra homomor­
phism. In  th is case, V  is called the representation space o f p.
One can view representations from  the po in t o f view of modules.
D efinition 2.36. A  vector space V  w ith  an operation L x  V  — > V  (denoted (x , v) =  
x.v) is called a L-m odule i f  the follow ing conditions are satisfied:
1. (ax +  by).v =  a(x.v) +  b(y.v),
2. x.(av +  bw) =  a(x.v) -I- b(x.u>), and
3. [xy].v — x.y.v — y.x.v
for all x ,y  G L ; v, w E V  and a , b e C .
Remark 2.13. The notions o f modules and representations are interchangeable in 
the follow ing sense. Suppose (p, V)  is a representation o f L.  We may view V  as an 
L-module v ia  the action x.v — p(x)(v). Clearly, conditions 1,2 and 3 are satisfied.
Conversely, given a L-m odule V,  define p : L  — > gl(Y)  by setting p(x)(v) =  x.v.
Due to  th is  correspondence we w ill use the phrases L-m odule and L-representation 
interchangeably throughout th is work.
Definition 2.37. Let V  be an L-m odule and W  be a subspace o f V. W  is said to 
be a sub-m odule o f V  provided x.w £ W  for a ll x G L  and w € W. V  is said 
to  be a sim ple L-m odule provided i t  has no non-zero proper sub-modules. Simple 
modules viewed in  terms o f the ir representations are said to  be irreducible. Lastly, 
V  is com pletely  reducible provided V  is the direct sum o f simple L  sub-modules.
21
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Rem ark 2.14. There is a one to  one correspondence between representation o f L  
and representations o f U(L) \  I f  V  is a L-module and (p, V ) is the associated repre­
sentation, then we have a commutative diagram:






The existence o f p turns V  in to  a module for the associative algebra U(L) .  Conversely, 
i f  V  is a module for the associative algebra U(L)  then the existence o f the in jection 
map, i : L  —» U(L)  turns V  in to  a module for L . Lastly, th is one to  one correspon­
dence preserves irreduc ib ility  as any submodule o f V  under p is a submodule o f V  
under p and vice versa.
D efinition 2.38. Let V  and W  be two L-modules. A  hom om orphism  of L- 
m odules is a linear map ip : V  —>■ W  such tha t ip (x.v) — x.tp(v) for a ll x e L  and 
v € V.  When ip is an isomorphism of vector spaces we call i t  an isom orphism  of 
L-modules.
Theorem  2.8. (Weyl) Let (p, V)  be a fin ite  dimensional representation o f a semi­
simple Lie algebra. Then V  is completely reducible.
Proof. See for example Theorem 6.3 in [7] □
As a result o f W eyl’s Theorem, for a semisimple Lie algebra L , the study o f fin ite  
dimensional L-modules reduces to  the study of the simple L-modules.
D efinition 2.39. Let V  be a fin ite  dimensional L-module, % a fixed Cartan subal­
gebra o f L , A € %* and V\  =  {v € V  \ h.v =  A(h).v for a ll h 6 % } . I f  V\  7^  0, 
then V\  is called a weight space of V,  A is called a weight of V,  and the elements 
0 7^  v G V\  are called the weight vectors. The support o f the module V,  denoted 
Supp V  is defined to  be
S u p p l/ =  {A<E U*  I ^ a ^ O } .
22
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T ha t is, Supp V  is the set o f a ll linear functionals corresponding to  weight spaces in 
V.
D efinition 2.40. A n L-module V  is said to  adm it a weight space decom position
provided
V =  0 w
\ £ S u p p V
Theorem  2.9. Let V  be an a rb itra ry  L-module.
1. I f  V  is fin ite  dimensional then V  has at least one weight.
2. I f  a  is a root o f L  and A is a weight o f V  then L aV\ C V\+a
3. I f  V  is fin ite  dimensional then V  admits a weight space decomposition.
Proof. (1) Recall th a t W is abelian (Lemma 2.1) and hence solvable. Therefore p{H)  
being the homomorphic image of % is a solvable subalgebra o f gl(V)  (Proposition 
2.1). Since V  is fin ite  dimensional wu have by Lie theorem (Theorem 2.1) tha t there 
exists a A E H *  such tha t for some 0 ±  u0 G V, p(h)v0 =  A (h)v0 for a ll h G H.
(2) Take x € L a, v e V\  and h € H  then
h.x.v =  x.h.v +  [L, x\.v =  (A (h) +  a{h))x.v.
(3) By W eyl’s Theorem we may assume tha t V  is simple. Let
V =  0 V x .
By part (1) and (2), V  is a non-zero L-module. S im plic ity o f V  implies th a t V  =  V  
and therefore V  is a weight module. □
D efinition 2.41. Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra w ith  root system w ith  simple 
roots A  and positive roots $ + (A ). The integral root lattice, denoted Q, is defined 
to be
Q — kaa  | ka G Z}.
23
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Define
Q + — {  'y   ^ kaa  | ka G Z>o}
a€$+(A)
and
Q — { y   ^ kaCx | ka G Z<o}.
q G $ + ( A )
R e m a rk  2.15.
U(L) = ®W(i)7
'yeQ
where U ( L ) 1 denotes the 7 weight space oilA(L)  w ith  respect to  the adjo int represen­
ta tion  o f L  on U(L) .  Also observe tha t U ( L )0 =  {« G  U{V)  | [h, w] =  0 for a ll h G %}.  
Th is is exactly the centralizer o f % in  U(L)  and hence U (L )0 is a submodule.
D e f in it io n  2.42. Let $  be a root system of L  w ith  base A  and positive roots <&+ (A ). 
Let V  be a L-module. A  m a x im a l v e c to r  o f weight A in  V  is a non-zero weight 
vector v+ G V\ such tha t x.v+ =  0 for a ll x G L a and all a  G <f>+ (A ).
D e f in it io n  2.43. Let v+ be a m axim al vector o f weight A. A  L-m odule is said to 
be of h ig h e s t w e ig h t A provided i t  is generated by v+ . T ha t is, V  is a L-module of 
highest weight A provided V  =  U(L) .v+ and v+ is a m axim al vector.
Theorem  2.10. Let $  be a root system of L  w ith  base A  =  { o i , . . . ,  o/ } .  $ + (A ) =  
{ /3 i , . . . ,  /3m}  be the positive roots, and {x±pl , . . . ,  x±pm} be a fixed set o f root vectors. 
Let V  be a L-m odule w ith  highest weight A and maximal vector v+ G V\. Then:
1. V  is spanned by the vectors x^  ■ • ■xL^ m.v+ where ij G Z + and xpt are fixed
nonzero root vectors in  L& .
2. The weights o f V  are o f the form  / i =  A — Y^i=i kia i f ° r € Z + .
3. For each /r G H*,  is fin ite  dimensional and V\  has dimension one.
4. Each submodule o f V  is the direct sum of its weight spaces.
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5. I f  V  is simple then v+ is the unique m axim al vector in  V  up to  a non zero scalar 
m ultip le.
6. For every A € 7i* there exists a unique simple highest weight L-m odule o f weight 
A.
Proof. See for example Theorem 20.2, Corollary 20.2 and Theorem 20.3 (A ) and (B) 
in  [7] □
As a result o f part 6 o f the previous Theorem we make the follow ing defin ition.
D e f in it io n  2.44. Let H  be a Cartan subalgebra o f L . For each A G 'H*, denote the 
simple L-m odule having highest weight A by I^(A).
P ro p o s it io n  2.7. Let H  be a Cartan subalgebra o f L . Let $  be root system of L  
w ith  base A . Let V  be a fin ite  dimensional simple L-module. Then V  =  V(A)  for 
some A G 77*.
Proof. Let <F(A)+ be the positive roots w ith  respect A  =  { a \ , . . . ,  a n}. By Proposi­
tion  2.9 , since V  is fin ite  dimensional, V  admits a weight space decomposition. Also, 
since V  is fin ite  dimensional, we must have tha t Supp V  is a fin ite  set. I f  Ao G Supp V,  
then the set
n
{ Ao +  X !  kiCti G Supp V  | ki G Z>o for each i }
1 = 1
is also fin ite . We can therefore choose m i , . . . ,  mn G Z > 0 such tha t
n
A =  A0 +  m jftj G Supp V  
1 = 1
and for any sequence (ki, . . . , k n) G Z>0 w ith  ( k i , . . . , k n) ^  ( m i , . . . ,  mn) and ki >  rrii 
for all i, we have
n
A0 +  kiOLi £ Supp V
i=1
Let v+ G V\  w ith  v+ ^  0. Let j3 G <F(A)+ . Then /3 =  bia i for some bi G Z>0. 
Therefore x$v+ has weight equal to  A0 +  +  h)&i- Since /3 /  0 we have
(m i +  bi, . . . ,  m n +  bn) /  ( m i , . . . ,  mn). Further, for each i, rrii +  bi >  rrii and hence
n
A0 +  ^ ( m j  +  bi)ai £ Supp V
i—l
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Therefore x@v+ — 0, which implies v+ is a maximal vector. Since the highest weight 
module generated by w+ is a submodule o f V,  and V  is simple, we must have tha t V  
is itse lf generated by v+ . Therefore V  =  F(A). □
D e f in it io n  2.45. For a semisimple Lie algebra L  w ith  root system $  w ith  respect to 
the Cartan subalgebra H ,  fix  a base A  =  { c i i , . . . ,  a n} w ith  basis {ha i , . . . ,  han} of 
%. Let {a>i,. . .  ,a>„} be the fundamental basis for %*. A  weight which is expressible 
as a nonnegative integral linear combination o f the s is said to  be a d o m in a n t 
in te g ra l w e ig h t or sim ply d o m in a n t in te g ra l.
T h e o re m  2.11. Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra, w ith  Cartan subalgebra %. For 
each A 6 H*,  the simple highest weight L-module V(A) is fin ite  dimensional i f  and 
only i f  A is a dom inant integral weight.
Proof. See for example Theorem 21.1 and Theorem 21.2 in  [7] □
C o ro l la ry  2.1. Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra, w ith  Cartan subalgebra %. Every 
fin ite  dimensional simple L-module is some 1^(A) where A is a dom inant integral 
weight.
Proof. I f  V  is any fin ite  dimensional simple L-module, then by Theorem 2.10 part 7, 
V  =  V(A) for some A 6 %*. Due to  the previous theorem, A must be a dom inant 
integral weight. □
3 M athieu’s classification of simple torsion free A n-  
modules of finite degree
We now move onto the work o f M athieu [10] who classifies the so called simple torsion 
free modules for the type A  and C  Lie algebras. In  the next several sections we w ill 
be in troducing the required background in form ation so tha t we may begin reviewing 
M ath ieu ’s classification.
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3.1 Admissible Modules
D efinition 3.1. Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra, and V  a L-m odule adm itting  
a weight space decomposition. For each u G SuppV^, the m ultiplicity o f v in  V, 
denoted is the dimension o f the v weight space in V.  T ha t is,
mv( v) =  dimV,v.
Notice th a t Theorem 2.10 implies tha t i f  V  is a A highest weight module then 
m v (A) =  1 and for a ll v G Supp V  we have m v (v) <  oo.
D efinition 3.2. Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra, and V  be a L-m odule adm itting  
a weight space decomposition. V  is adm issible provided V  is in fin ite  dimensional, 
the set o f roots o f V  are contained in  the union o f a fin ite  number o f Q-cosets, and 
there exists an N  G Z >0 such tha t for a ll v G Supp V, mv(v)  <  N.
D efinition 3.3. Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra, and V  be an admissible L-module. 
Define the degree of V,  denoted deg V  by
degV  =  m ax{ray (^ ) | v G Supp V }
D efinition 3.4. Let A  be an associative algebra, and V  be a submodule o f A. An 
ascending chain of submodules is a fin ite  sequence C — (Wo,. . ., Wk) consisting o f 
submodules o f V  such tha t
Wo C Wx c  • • • C Wk
where a ll inclusions are proper. The number k is called the length o f the ascending 
chain C, and is denoted by 1(C).
D efinition 3.5. Let A  be an associative algebra, and V  be an ^-m odu le . Define the 
length o f V  to  be the (possibly in fin ite ) value
L e n g th ^ )  =  sup{A; G Z>o | 1(C) =  k fo r  some ascending
chain C o f  submodules o f  V }
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Theorem  3.1. (Jordan-Holder) Let A  be an associative algebra, and V  be a sub- 
module o f A.  I f  Length(U ) — k <  oo then there exists an ascending chain
W0 C W 1 C • • • C Wk
such th a t Wo =  (0), Wk =  V  and for each 1 <  i <  k the module W i/ W i - \  is simple. 
Such a sequence is called a com position series of V.  Further, i f  W0 C • • • C W k 
and 17o C • • • C f/fc are two composition series o f V,  then the semisimple modules
k k
u  =  ©  Ui/Ui- 1 and W  =  0
i = l  i = 1
are equivalent.
Proof. See for example Theorem 3.5 in  [8] □
Lemma 3.1. (M athieu) Let L  be a fin ite  dimensional simple Lie algebra, and V  be 
an admissible L-module. Then V  has fin ite  length.
Proof. See Lemma 3.3 in  [10] □
3.2 Torsion Free Modules
Definition 3.6. Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra. An L-m odule V  is said to  be 
torsion free provided i t  has a weight space decomposition w ith  respect to  a Cartan 
subalgebra H  o f L , and the root vectors o f L  act in jective ly on V.
Proposition  3.1. (Fernando) Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra w ith  Cartan sub­
algebra K ,  and V  be a simple L-m odule adm itting  a weight space decomposition. 
Then V  is torsion free i f  and only i f  Supp V  =  A +  Q  for some A G H*.
Proof. See for example Corollary 1.4 in  [10] □
Naturally, torsion free modules are in fin ite  dimensional. Using the above Proposi­
tion  we show th a t for a simple torsion free module o f fin ite  degree every weight space 
has the same dimension. T ha t is, simple torsion free modules o f fin ite  degree are 
admissible.
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Proposition 3.2. Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra, and V  be a simple torsion free 
L-m odule o f fin ite  degree. Then there exists an N  G Z>0 such th a t d im  Vu =  N  for 
a ll v G Supp V.  In  particu lar, V  is admissible.
Proof. Let % be a Cartan subalgebra o f L , and let $  be the root system o f L  w ith  
respect to  %. Let $ + (A)  =  { /? ! , . . .  ,/3m} be the set o f positive roots. Let <f> : L  
g l (V ) be the map defining the action o f L  on L .  By the previous proposition, we 
have th a t Supp V  =  A +  Q for some A G H*.  Let i/ ,7  6 SuppR . Then 7  — v G Q, 
and hence m m
7  =  v  +  k i f i i  -  ^ 2  U P i
1=1 j= 1
for some kx, . . ., km, L , . . . ,  lm G Z>o- Set 
V  =  0(Z/8i ) k l  ■ ■ ■
then a  G gl(V)  is an in jective linear map. Further, for any v G V„ we have tha t 
a(v)  G V1. We can therefore find a in jective linear map between any two weight 
spaces o f V.  Thus a ll weight spaces o f V  must have the same dimension. Since V  is 
assumed to  have fin ite  degree, we have our result. □
The reader is encouraged to  pay close attention to  the follow ing example, as i t  
w ill be used in  la ter sections to  m otivate our methods o f constructing certain torsion 
free ^4„-modules.
Exam ple 3.1. Let V  =  S p a n ^ x f 1 \ a; G C }. V  is an A n-module which
contains submodules o f interest to us. Rather then viewing the module action on 
V  in  terms of the operators L 1^ , we w ill view the module action in  terms o f the 
operators Xidj , where xl acts on V  as m ultip lica tion  by xt and dj acts on V  by partia l 
d ifferentiation w ith  respect to  Xj. This is justified  by the algebra homomorphism 
given by
0 : gl{n +  1, C) — > Endc(V)  where <f>(Eif) =  Xidj 
Let k G Z>o and k =  (k, 0 , . . . ,  0) G C "+1. Then
M (k )  =  Spanc{ x \ - hx lf - h ■ ■ ■ xl£+l \ 0 <  ln <  ln- X • • • <  L  <  fc} =  V ( k u x).
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V  also contains simple torsion free sub-modules o f degree one. F ix  a =  ( a i , . . . ,  a „+1) G 
Cn+1 w ith  each a, 6 C \  Z. Then
n+l
M { a ) =  Spanc{xl1+kl • • • x^ ln^ +kn+1 \ ki G Z and ki =  0}
is a simple torsion free module having a ll one dimensional weight spaces.
Proof. See Example 1.4 in  [2] □
The follow ing theorem w ill be im portan t in  later sections.
Theorem  3.2. Every simple torsion free A„-m odule o f degree one is isomorphic to 
M (a )  fo r some choice o f a — ( a i , . . . ,  an+i)  w ith  aj G C \ Z .
Proof. See m ain result in  [4] □
3.3 The Central Character
Proposition 3.3. (Schur’s Lemma) Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra, and V  be 
a simple L-m odule w ith  action given by (j> : L  —> gl(V).  I f  7r G gl(V)  such tha t 
[7r, (f){x)} =  0 for a ll i G t ,  then there exists a c G C such tha t 7t(v) =  cv for a ll v G V.
i.e. 7r acts as m u ltip lica tion  by some scalar.
Proof. See for example Lemma 6.1 in  [7] □
Definition 3.7. Let L  be a Lie algebra, and U ( L ) be the universal enveloping algebra 
of L. The centre of U(L) ,  denoted Z(U (L ) )  is defined to be
Z (U (L ) )  — {z  G U(L)  | xz — zx =  0 fo r  all x G U (L ) }
Definition 3.8. Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra, and Z(U (L ) )  be the centre o f 
the universal enveloping algebra o f L. An algebra homomorphism x  '■ ^ {U{L) )  —> C 
is called a central character. I f  M  is a U(L)  — module w ith  the property tha t there 
exists a central character xm f ° r which zu — Xm(z)u for a ll z G Z(U (L ) )  and all 
u G M ,  then M  is said to  adm it a central character, and xm is called the central 
character o f M .
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Proposition  3.4. Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra. Let V  be a simple L-module, 
then V  adm its a central character.
Proof. Suppose the action o f V  on L  is given by the map 0 : L  —> gl(V).  Let 
z G Z(U(L ) ) .  Then for any x G L , we have
[<j)(z), 0 (x)] =  (j)(z)(f)(x) — <j)(x)(f)(z) — (p(zx — xz ) =  0 (0) — 0 .
Then by Schur’s lemma, we have tha t for each 2 G Z(U (L ) )  <f>(z)(v) — czv for some 
cz G C and a ll v G V.  Define x  '■ ^ (U (L ) )  —>■ C by x ( z) =  °z- Clearly, since 0 is an 
algebra homomorphism, we have tha t x  is an algebra homomorphism. Hence x  is the 
central character o f V.  □
Corollary 3.1. Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra, w ith  Cartan subalgebra Pi. Then 
for any A G Pi* the simple highest weight module V(A) admits a central character, 
which we w ill denote by xa-
Proof. B y Proposition 3.4, since F(A)  is simple, i t  admits a central character. □
Theorem  3.3. (Harish-Chandra) Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra w ith  Cartan 
subalgebra Pi and Weyl group W .  Let A, // G Pi*. Then xa =  X/x i f  and only i f  there 
exists a  G W  such tha t a ( A +  p) — p — /j,.
Proof. See Theorem 23.3 in  [7] □
Proposition 3.5. Let L  be a semisimple Lie algebra w ith  Cartan subalgebra Pi, and 
Z (U (L ) )  be the centre o f the universal enveloping algebra o f L. I f  x  : ^iJA{L)) —> C 
is an algebra homomorphism then x  =  Xa fc>r some A G Pi*.
Proof. See for example Proposition 7.4.8 in [5] □
3.4 Coherent Families
Fernando [6] showed tha t the only fin ite  dimensional simple Lie algebras which adm it 
torsion free modules o f fin ite  degree are the Lie algebras o f type A  and type C. 
The work o f M athieu [10] classifies the simple torsion free modules o f fin ite  degree
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occurring in  type A  and type C Lie algebras. In  the next section we w ill restrict 
ourselves to  M ath ieu ’s classification o f the simple torsion free modules o f fin ite  degree 
for type A  Lie algebras. M ath ieu ’s classification requires the notion o f a semisimple 
irreducible coherent family, and i t  w ill be the aim of this section to  introduce such a 
concept.
We rem ind th a t reader tha t as defined in section 2.7, U (L)  denotes the universal 
enveloping algebra o f L  and U ( L ) 0 denotes the zero weight space o f U (L)  w ith  respect 
to  the adjo int action o f the Cartan subalgebra %.
D efinition 3.9. Let L  be a fin ite  dimensional simple Lie algebra w ith  Cartan subal­
gebra %. A  coherent fam ily Ad is an admissible L-module o f degree d such tha t
1. Supp Ad =  %*\
2. d im  Ad a =  d for a ll A G %*', and
3. for any u G U ( L ) 0 there exists a polynom ial p(x ) such tha t 
p(A) =  T r u \ Mx for a ll A G H*.
We say Ad is ir re d u c ib le  provided there exists a A G %* such tha t the U ( L ) 0 module 
Ad* is simple.
Definition 3.10. Let L  be a fin ite  dimensional simple Lie algebra w ith  Cartan sub­
algebra H  and root system <L. Let Q be the integral root la ttice  w ith  respect to  <f>. 
Let Ad be a coherent fam ily  o f L . Then for p G 'H*
M \ n ]  := E u^ + q M v .
D efinition 3.11. A coherent family Ad of L is said to be sem isim ple provided for 
each p G H*, the module M.[p] is semisimple.
Lemma 3.2. (M athieu) Let L  be a fin ite  dimensional simple Lie algebra, and V  be 
a simple admissible L-m odule w ith  degree d. Then the follow ing hold:
1. there exists a unique semisimple irreducible coherent fam ily  Ad o f degree d such 
th a t V  is a submodule o f Ad;
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2. i f  V'  is any in fin ite  dimensional submodule o f M.  then V'  is admissible, and 
deg V'  =  d; and
3. a ll simple submodules o f M.  have the same central character.
Proof. See Proposition 4.8 in  [10] □
3.5 Classification of coherent families for sl(n +  1)
We w ill be restric ting ourselves to  M ath ieu ’s classification o f a ll simple torsion free 
A n-modules o f fin ite  degree. Recall in  section 2.3 $  denotes a root system for An 
w ith  base A  and E  stands for the Euclidean space spanned by $ . In  section 2.4 we 
define { a q , . . .  , u n} to be the fundamental basis for PL* w ith  p =  
be the W eyl group o f A n, and for any a E W  and 7  E E  a  • 7 denotes the affine 
action. From section 2.5 PL denotes a Cartan subalgebra o f A n =  s l (n +  1) w ith  basis 
given by { h i , . . . ,  hn}. For x, y E C x >~ y means tha t x — y E Z >0 and x y w ill 
indicate tha t x — y £  Z>o- Let P  =  {A E Pi* \ X(hi) E Z  for i =  l , . . . , n )  and 
P + =  {A E P  | A (hi) E Z >0 for i =  1 , . . .  ,n } .
L e m m a  3.3. Let V(X)  be an admissible A-highest weight An module, and le t A  =  
{ i  | (A +  p)(hi) Z >0}. Then one o f the following three assertions holds:
1.^4 =  {1 }  or A — {n } .
2. A  =  { i }  for some 1 <  i <  n and (A +  p )(h j_ i + h i )  6 Z >0 or (A +  p)(h; +  hi+i) E
Z>0.
3. A  =  { i , i  4 -1 }  for some 1 <  i <  n and (A +  p)(hi +  h{+i) E Z >0.
Proof. See Lemma 8.1 in  [10] □
D e f in it io n  3.12. A  fc-tuple m  =  ( m i , . . . ,  mk) E Ck is called o rd e re d  i f  m^ >- m i+1,
i.e. rrii — ^ i+ i  £ ^>0 for i  =  1, . . . ,  fc — 1.
R e m a rk  3.1. Notice tha t i f  m — ( m i , . . . ,  m *) is an ordered sequence then m* — rrij E
Z >0 provided i <  j ,  which implies m 2 — rrij E Z  for any i , j .
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D e f in it io n  3.13. A n s l ( n + l)-seque nce  is a n + l- tu p le  m  =  ( m i , . . . ,  m n+i)  6 Cn+1 
such tha t mi — 0 .
N o ta t io n .  Let V  be the set o f a ll sl(n +  l)-sequences which are not ordered but 
become ordered after removing one term. Let V + be the set o f a ll sequences in  V  
which become ordered by removing the first term. Let V~  be the set o f a ll sequences 
in  V  which become ordered by removing the last term.
Proposition 3.6. A  weight A e K *  of s/(n +  l )  can be associated b ijective ly w ith  the 
sl(n + 1) sequence m(A) =  ( m i (A ) , . . . ,  m n+i(A )) where (A +  p){hi) =  rrii(X) —mi+i (A) 
for i =  1, . . . ,  n and mi{^) =  0 -
Proof. Let A e PL* be a weight o f sl(n +  1). Then there exists a unique sl(n +  1)
sequence determined by
(A +  p)(hi) =  m ,(A) -  m i+ 1(A) for i — 1, . . . ,  n and ^ " ^ i 1 m ^A ) =  0
A fte r setting each m,j(A) to  rrii, these conditions create n +  1 equations in  n +  1
unknowns given by
/ l - 1 0 0 o ^ /  \m i (A +  p)(hi)^
0 1 - 1 0 0 m2 (A +  p)(h2)
0 0 0 0 1 - 1 mn (A +  p){hn)
V1 1 1 1 1 1 J y ^ n + l j {  0
0 0 0 ^ • l  - 1 0 . . .  0
- 1 0 0
row reduce
0 1 - 1 . . .  0
0 0 1 - 1 0 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 J 0^ 0 0 0 0
the m a trix  has non-zero determ inant and is therefore invertib le which implies there 
exists a unique solution (m 1;. . .  ,m n+1), which is necessarily an sl(n +  l)-sequence.
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Conversely given any sl{n +  l)-sequence i t  can be associated to  the weight A G %* 
by setting A =  Y ^ = i (mi ~  mi+\)ui — p- □
Rem ark 3.2. Let A =  w ith  corresponding sl(n +  l)-sequence m(A) =
(mx(A) , . . . ,  m„+ i(A) ) .  Solving equation (2) in  the proof o f Proposition 3.6 one finds 
tha t for i =  1, . . . ,  n +  1
i - l  . n. . —j  n — k + 1 n .. .
+ L  +  2 ~ " 1)-j = i k=i
Note th a t th is  sequence is not in general ordered. However, when A is dom inant 
integral, A corresponds to an ordered sl(n +  l)-sequence.
Proposition 3.7. Let A be a weight for An. m (A) G V  i f  and only i f  A satisfies one 
o f the three conditions in  Lemma 3.3.
Proof. Let A — { i  | (A +  p)(/i*) $  Z >0} and m(A) =  ( m i , . . .  ,m n+1) G V.  Recall by 
Proposition 3.6 th a t (A +  p )(/ i;) =  m, — rrii+i for i =  1 , . . . ,  n.
A — { 1}  <t=>- (A +  p){hi) g  Z >0 and (A +  p)(hi) G Z >0 for % — 2 , . . . ,  n 
mi — m2 & Z >0 and m * — m i+1 G Z >0 for i =  2 , . . . ,  n 
m(A) w ith  m i removed is ordered.
A  =  { n }  (A 4- p)(hn) £  Z >0 and (A +  p){hi) G Z >0 for i =  1 , . . . ,  n -  1
-<=>- mn — mn+i Z >0 and — m i+1 G Z >0 for % =  1 , . . . ,  n — 1
4=>- m(A) w ith  m n+i removed is ordered.
For some 1 <  i <  n
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A  — { i , i +  1} and (A +  p){hi +  /i,_|_i) G Z>o
4=4- (A +  p)(hi) Z>o , (A +  p)(h{+1) ^  Z>o ,
(A +  p)(hj) G Z >0 for j  ^ i , i  +  1 and 
(A +  p )(/ij 4- /ii+ i)  € Z >0 
<^=4 m* -  mi+1, m i+ i -  m i+2 £  Z >0, -  mj+x G Z >0
for j  ^  i, i + 1 and rrii — rrii+2 G Z>o 
m(A) w ith  rrii+i removed is ordered
For some 1 <  i <  n
A  — { * }  and (A +  p)(/zj_i +  hi) G Z>o or (A +  p)(hi +  / ij+ i)  G Z>o 
4=4- m; — m j+i 0  Z>o, m j — m^+i G Z>0 for j  ^  % and 
rrii-i -  mi+i G Z>0 or rrii ~  mi+2 € Z>0 
4= 4  (m j — m i+1 0  Z >0, m j — rrij+1 G Z >0 for j  ^  i and
W i-1 -  m i+1 G Z>0) or (m* -  m i+1 £  Z>0, r r i j  -  mj+x G Z>0 
for j  z and m ; — mj+2 G Z>0)
4=4  m(A) w ith  r r i i  removed is ordered or m(A) w ith  r r i i + x  removed is 
ordered.
Therefore one o f the three assertions in  Lemma 3.3 hold i f  and only i f  m(A) becomes 
ordered after e lim inating one term  i f  and only i f  m(A) G V.  □
Proposition 3.8. Let A be a weight for An. V { \ )  is admissible i f  and only i f  m(A) G 
V.
Proof. See Proposition 8.4 in  [10] □
D efinition 3.14. The action o f the W eyl group W  ~  Sn+X on elements in  V  is defined 
by
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< 7 ( m i ( A ) , . . . , m n+i ( A ) )  =  ( m ff( i ) ( A ) , . . .  ,7nff(n+ i ) (A ) )
for a ll a  G Sn+1 and m (A) =  (mi(A),  • • ■ , m n+i(A )) G V.  Take m(A) G "P. The Sn+i 
orbit o f m(A) is the set defined by
W (m(A))  =  (crm(A) | a  G S'n+ i}-
D efinition 3.15. Let A G Ti* be an admissible weight for s l (n + 1) with corresponding 
sl(n +  l)-sequence m(A). The central character associated w ith  the weight A 
is denoted by x(A) and defined to be
x(A) =  W (m(A))  P| P •
D efinition 3.16. Let A G H *  be an admissible weight for sl(n +  1). x(A) w ill 
denote the central character o f P  associated w ith  the weight A. Take m(A) =  
( m i , . . . ,  m n+1) G x(A)- m(A) is said to be
1. integral provided rrii ~  mj  € Z  for a ll 1 <  i, j  <  n +  1.
2. non-integral provided there exists indices i , j  such tha t rrii — mj & %■
3. regular provided rrii — mj ^  0 for a ll 1 <  i ^  j  <  n +  1.
4. singular provided there exists d is tinct indices i, j  such th a t m, — rrij =  0.
Remark 3.3. Notice tha t i f  m(A) is integral (respectively non-integral, regular or 
singular) then a ll the elements in  W (m(A))  are integral (respectively non-integral, 
regular or singular). For th is reason we often refer to  the set x(A) as being integral, 
non-integral, regular or singular.
Proposition 3.9. Let A G %* be a weight for s l (n + 1) w ith  m(A) =  ( m i , . . . ,  m n+ i) G 
X(A)-
1. I f  m(A) is singular then m(A) is integral and there are exactly two d istinct 
indices i , j  such tha t rrii — mj.
2. I f  m(A) is non-integral then m(A) is regular and i f  n ^  1 there exists a unique 
index i such tha t rrij — rrik G Z  for a ll j  ^  i ^  k.
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Proof. Suppose m(A) is singular. Therefore there exists two d is tinct indices i , j  
such th a t mi =  m j • Since m(A) G P  by removing m, or r r i j  the resulting subse­
quences must be ordered. W ithou t loss o f generality assume r r i i  is elim inated, then
m ! >------ >- rrii- 1 >“ rni+1 y  • ■ ■ y  mj y  ■ ■ ■ y  m n+i and therefore m k — mi G Z  for all
Since =  rrij we have m*, — ra; G Z  for a ll 1 <  fc, £ <  n  +  1
and so m(A) is integral.
Now we need to  show there is a unique set o f d is tinct indices i, j  such th a t r r i i  =  r r i j .  
Suppose there are three terms in  m ( A) which are equal. W ith o u t loss o f generality 
suppose r r i i  =  r r i j  =  m k  w ith  i <  j  <  k. Since m(A) G V  i t  must be the case tha t 
e lim inating one o f these three terms w ill result in  an ordered subsequence. W ithou t 
loss o f generality suppose we elim inate r r i i .  By Remark 3.1 0 =  r r i j  —  r r i k  G Z >0,
which is a contradiction. Therefore we cannot have three terms equal in  m ( A). Also
i f  we had four d is tinct indices i , j , k , l  such tha t r r i i  —  r r i j  ^  m k  —  m i  then more then 
one term  would need to  be elim inated in  order for an ordered subsequence to  result. 
Therefore, there exists a unique set o f d is tinct indices i , j  such tha t m, =  mj.
Moving onto part 2, suppose tha t m (A) is non-integral. Therefore there exists 
d is tinct indices i , j  such tha t m* — mj  ^  Z. Since m(A) G V  we must elim inate 
or mj.  W ith o u t loss o f generality assume tha t must be elim inated. Therefore 
mi y  m2 y  m i - 1 >- mi+i y  ■ • ■ y  mn+\ which implies mk — m t G Z >0 for all
k ^  i ^  I w ith  k <  I. Therefore m k ^  mi for a ll d is tinct indices k, I w ith  k /  i I. 
By assumption we also have mk /  rnt for a ll A; /  i. Therefore m k ^  mi for any 
d is tinct indices k, I which implies tha t m(A) is regular.
Now we need to  show there exists a unique index r such th a t m; — mj E Z  for
a ll i  /  r  /  j .  m (A) is non-integral and therefore there exists d is tinc t indices r, s 
such tha t mr — m s $  Z. Since m (A) G V  e lim inating one o f mr or m s w ill result 
in  an ordered subsequence. W ith o u t loss o f generality assume we elim inate rar , and 
therefore, mi — mj  G Z for a l lz  ^  r  ^  j .  Suppose there exists an index r' r  such
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tha t rrii —rrij £ Z  fo r a ll i ^  r' ^  j .  Therefore we know tha t rrii —rrij € Z  for i ^  r  ^  j  
and rrii — rrij £ Z  for i ^  r' ^  j .  In  particu lar, for an i  /  r, r ' ,  m r — rrii E Z  and 
rrii — m ri £ Z  which implies mr — mri £ Z. B u t then we have ml — rrij £ Z  for any i, j  
and therefore, m (A) is integral. This contradiction implies tha t there exists a unique 
index r  such tha t — rrij £ Z  for any i ^  r  ^  j .
□
Proposition 3.10. The integral regular, non-integral regular and singular integral 
elements in  V  pa rtition  V.
Proof. By the above proposition we see tha t any element in  V  is either integral and 
regular, non-integral and regular or singular and integral. We now have exactly three 
types o f central characters occurring in  P . By defin ition any element in  V  cannot 
be singular and regular. Also, i f  an element in  V  were non-integral i t  could not 
be singular as singular implies integral. Therefore the integral regular, non-integral 
regular and singular integral characters occurring in  V  must p a rtition  V.  □
D efinition 3.17. Let m  and m' be two d is tinct elements in  V.  There is an oriented  
edge from  m  to  m ', denoted m —> m1, provided there is an index i such tha t ra, — 
mi+1 ^  Z >0 and m' — Sitn, where Sj is the transposition interchanging position i and 
position i - 1-1. I f  in  add ition rrii — vrii+i & ^  there w ill also be an oriented edge from  
m' to  m  and we w rite  m  £>• m!. A  connected com ponent is a set o f elements in 
V  such th a t for any two elements in  the set say v and v' there exists a sequence of 
vertices v =  v\, n2, . . . ,  Vk =  v' such tha t Vi and Wj+i are jo ined by an oriented edge.
Rem ark 3.4. We now focus our attention on the central characters in  V  which are 
non-integral. Let x ( ^ )  be the central character o f V  associated w ith  the weight A. 
Take m (A) £ x ( ^ )  such tha t m(A) =  (m i, m 2, . . . ,  m n+i)  w ith  i being the unique index 
such th a t rrij — rrik £ Z  for j  ±  i ^  k. Let Sj be the transposition which exchanges 
position i and position z+ 1. Define Cj  ^ =  SkS^+i ■ ■ ■ s^-i for k <  i and Cj*, =  . . .  Si
for i <  k. Set x(*)  =  rn( \)  and x(&) =  Cikm(X) for 1 <  k ^  i <  n +  1. Notice by 
defin ition o f x(&) removing the kth term  in  x(&) results in  an ordered sl(n +  1)-
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sequence. Later we w ill show tha t x ( l ) > - - -> x ( n +  1) form  a complete lis t o f the 
non-integral central characters appearing in  V  which are associated to  the weight A.
Exam ple 3.2. Let (m i,m 2, m 3) be an ordered sequence and suppose m! — mi Z  
for all i  =  1, 2,3.
Now, (1, 2)(m ', mi,  m 2, m 3) =  , m 2, m 3), therefore,
(m/, m i , m 2, m 3) -f+ (m i, m', m 2, m 3).
Sim ilarly,
, m 2, m 3) •<->■ (m i, m 2, m ', m 3) (m 1,m 2,m 3, m ').
Therefore
( m ' , m i , m 2, m 3), ( m ^ m ' , m 2, m 3), (m i, m 2, m ', m 3), and (m i, m 2, m 3, m ')
make up the connected component a ll corresponding to  the same non-integral central 
character.
Lemma 3.4. Let m(A) =  ( m i , . . . ,  m n+i)  be a sl(n +  l)-sequence in  7* such tha t 
mj  — m * e Z  for j  ^  ^  A;. Define x(*) =  rn(A) and x (^ )  =  Cikm(A) for 1 <  /c ±  i <  
n +  1. Let x(A) be the non-integral central character occurring in  T5 associated w ith  
the weight A. Then x ( ^ )  consists o f exactly n +  1 elements which form  the connected 
component defined as follows:
X ( l )  <-► X(2) x(*)  ^  x(* +  f )  ^  ■ • • X{n +  !)•
Moreover x ( l )  G V + and x (n  +  1) e V ~ .
Proof. See Lemma 8.3 in  [10] □
D efinition 3.18. Let M.  be a semisimple irreducible coherent fam ily. m(A4)  is 
defined to  be the set o f a ll sl(n +  l)-sequences m(A) such tha t A 0  P +  and 1^(A) is a 
submodule o f A4.
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Rem ark 3.5. Notice tha t by Proposition 3.8 each m (A) in  m ( M )  must be in  V  as 
m (A) corresponds to  the simple admissible A highest weight module. Each element 
in  m ( M )  corresponds to  a simple admissible highest weight submodule o f M .  By 
Lemma 3.2 part 4 a ll these submodules have the same central character. As a result 
the elements in  m ( M )  can either be a ll integral and regular, non-integral and regular 
or singular and integral. The next Theorem establishes a correlation between the 
elements in  m ( M )  and the connected components.
Theorem  3.4. Let A4 be an irreducible semi-simple coherent family.
1. m (Ai) contains exactly one connected component.
2. There is a b ijection between the set o f irreducible semisimple coherent families 
and the set o f connected components o f V.
Proof. See Theorem 8.6 in  [10] □
Rem ark 3.6. By Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.4, i f  m (A4) consists o f non-integral cen­
tra l characters then there are exactly n  + 1  simple admissible highest weight modules 
which occur as submodules in  A 4 . A ll o f these submodules have the same non-integral 
central character. Furthermore, each o f these submodules corresponds to  a unique 
x{k)  in  the connected component x ( l )  x ( 2) <->••• x(i) «-> x(*  +  1) • • • x{n +  !)•
By part 2 o f Theorem 3.4 each connected component uniquely determines the semi­
simple irreducible coherent fam ily  which the n +  1 simple admissible highest weight 
submodules o f M..  Hence for each non-integral central character there exists a unique 
irreducible semi-simple coherent fam ily for th is central character.
Theorem  3.5. Let V  be a simple torsion free A„-m odule o f fin ite  degree having 
a non-integral central character. V  is determined up to equivalence by i t ’s central 
character and weight lattice.
Proof. V  has non-integral central character xa- Let m(A) be the corresponding 
sl(n +  l)-sequence in  V.  By Theorem 3.4 part 1, m(A) is part o f a unique connected 
component. B y Theorem 3.4 part 2, th is connected component uniquely determines
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the semisimple irreducible coherent fam ily  M  which V  is a submodule of. Since V  is 
simple torsion free module by Proposition 3.1 SuppY =  A +  Q fo r some A € H *  and
V  =  Ad [A] is the submodule of M  □
T h e o re m  3.6. Let a 0  Z  and rrii £ ^>o for z =  2 , . . . ,  n + 1. Let A =  a o z i- l-^T 1^ 
For the central character xa and any weight la ttice  corresponding to  a torsion free 
module there exists a unique simple torsion free A„-m odule and i t  has degree equal 
to  the dimension o f the A n-1 module w ith  highest weight YH =i
Proof. See Theorem 11.4 in [10] □
4 Tableau Background
V denotes the natura l representation space o f A n defined in  Example 2.5, and ® NV 
denotes the N  —fold  tensor product o f V outlined in  section 2.6. The aim o f th is chap­
ter is to  review the realization o f fin ite  dimensional simple A n modules as particu lar 
submodules o f ® NV. The key to th is realization is the notion o f Young symmetrizers, 
which are certain elements in  the group algebra C[»SV].
4.1 Basic Definitions
We first introduce some basic term inology and notation to fam iliarize the reader w ith  
the notion o f a tableau.
D efinition 4.1. A  sequence of positive integers 7r =  {ni > 7t2 >  • • • > 7rp} is called 
a partition of N  i f  and only i f
f >  =  AT
i = 1
The 7Tt’s are called the parts o f 7r, and the set o f a ll partitions o f N  is denoted by 
E[(A0- ^  several parts o f n are equal, suppose parts are equal to  i, th is is denoted 
by 7T =  { N aN, (N  — 1)“ N- 1, • • ■ , l ai }. For notational convenience we set 7T; =  0 for 
i >  p.
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Exam ple 4.1. {3 > 3 > 2 > 2} G 11(10) will be written as {32,22}.
For the remainder o f th is work we make the following assumptions. N  w ill denote 
a positive integer and M  — {1 For n =  { tti >  ■■■ >  irp} G I l( -^ 0
|7r| =  7Ti +  ■ ■ ■ +  7TP =  N .  When J\f =  0 , there is ju s t one p a rtition  in  n(-^0> 
pa rtition  w ith  zero parts.
Exam ple 4.2. Suppose 7r =  {3,2, l 2} G 11(7) then 7r has 4 parts and |7r| =  7.
D efinition 4.2. For every ir G n(-^0> t *16 associated Young frame or Ferrers 
diagram, denoted by ^ (n ) ,  is an array o f boxes w ith  7r; boxes in  the ith row and 
each row of boxes is le ft justified.
Exam ple 4.3. The Young frame having the p a rtition  n =  { 3 ,2,1} is
D efinition 4.3. I f  7r G n (A 0  then a Young tableau having frame T { i r) is obtained 
by inserting the elements o f J\T b ijective ly in to  the boxes.




is a Young tableau corresponding to  ^ ( 7r).
D efinition 4.4. Any Young tableau w ith  underlying pa rtition  n G I l( -^ 0  is said  to 
have content { 1 , . . . ,  N }  and shape 7r.
D efinition 4.5. A  Young tableau is called standard provided the entries s tric tly  
increase from  top to  bottom  and le ft to  right.
The sym metric group on M ,  denoted is the collection o f a ll one to  one, onto 
functions from  M  to  A/", w ith  the group operation being composition o f functions. 
Given a Young tableau we associate two subgroups o f SV •
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D e f in it io n  4.6 . F ix  a 7r G 17(^0 w i ^  associated Young tableau r .  The ro w  g ro u p  
of r ,  denoted by 1ZT, is the set o f all permutations in  S/j  which permute only the 
elements o f M  ly ing  in  the same row in  r .  The c o lu m n  g ro u p  of r ,  denoted by CT,
is the perm utations in  Sjj  which permute only the elements in  M  ly ing  in  the same
column in  r .
We now define an element in the group algebra CfcSjy] known as a Young symmetrizer.
D e f in it io n  4.7 . Let r  be a Young tableau w ith  underlying pa rtit io n  7r G J7(-^0> row 
group 7ZT, and column group CT. The Y o u n g  s y m m e tr iz e r  o f a Young tableau r ,  
denoted gT, is defined to  be:
9t = ( X s3n(a ) l) ( X  ^J = X s9n(lhip
\'r&cT /  \ 4ienT /  7 ecT
ipenT
where sgn(7 ) takes on a value o f +1  when 7  is an even perm utation and —1 when 7 
is an odd perm utation.
4.2 Viewing ®NV as an SV-module and an An-module
In  th is section we define actions on ® NV  in  order to  view ® NV  as an SV-module 
and an ^ -m o d u le . Inside ® NV  we w ill be considering a particu la r submodule, de­
noted gn(<S)NV),  which we be crucial in  our goal o f realizing a ll simple torsion free 
A i-m odu le  o f fin ite  degree having a non-integral central character.
F ix  a basis {e* | i  =  1 , . . . ,  n + 1 }  for V. Then a basis for ® NV  is given by {ej1 <g> • • • ® 
e3s I Ji e {1, - - -, n H-1}}.
D e fin it io n  4.8 . For any a  G 5V  the action o f a  on a basis vector o f is
a ( e j i  ®  • • • ®  e j N )  =  e i a _ H i )  ®  • • • ®  e j r r _ H N ) .
Extending th is  action linearly we have an action o f SV on
We now give an example to  illustra te  tha t th is  defin ition is equivalent to  perm uting 
the positions o f the factors o f the simple tensors by a  G SV-
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Exam ple 4.5. Consider ®3V. I f  a =  (123) then a  1 =  (132). For a basis vector
0  et2 0  et3 o f ® * V , consider the action o f a  on etl 0  e<2 0  e<3:
cr(e4l ® et2 0  et3) =  etff_1(i) 0  etff_1(a) ® et<r_1(3) =  et3 0  etl ®  et2.
Now we permute the positions o f the simple basis tensor by a. Therefore, a  moves 
the first factor o f our simple basis tensor to  the second position, the second factor to 
the th ird  position and th ird  factor to  the firs t position giving:
cr(etl 0  et2 0  et3) =  e<3 0  etl 0  et2.
D efinition 4.9. The canonical tableau w ith  underlying pa rtit io n  n €  de-
noted t ,r, is the standard tableau constructed by inserting the elements o f M  in  order 
from  smallest to  largest in to  the frame JF"(7r), beginning w ith  the firs t row, then the 
second row and so forth , proceeding from  le ft to  right.
N otation . For the remainder o f th is work to s im plify notation we fix  t *  to  be the
canonical tableau w ith  underlying pa rtition  7r and we denote CTjr and gTir by
TZniCn and gn respectively.




is the canonical tableau w ith  underlying pa rtition  7r. Moreover,
=  {^1,2,3} X <S{4,5} X <S{6},
and
Ctt =  £{1,4,6} X £{2,5} X £{3}-
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Proof. See for example Lemma 2.37 in [1] □
R e m a rk  4.1 . As a result o f the above Lemma for the remainder o f th is  work we w ill 
be working w ith  the Young symmetrizer g„.
D efinition 4.10. Let e i , . . . ,  en+i be the standard basis o f V. For every simple basis 
tensor /3 =  etl 0  ■ ■ ■ <S> etN in ®NV, a substitu tion o f the factors o f /3 in to  the tableau 
r,r is made. For k =  1 , . . . ,  N  put the subscript tk, in  the box o f rn holding the entry 
k. We call th is the generalized tableau for /?, denoted Tw(f3). Tn(/3) is said to  have 
content {t™1, . . . ,  tf^N} provided 7Jr(/3) has m*, boxes filled w ith  tk, for k =  1 , . . . ,  N.  
The shape o f 7^(/3) is the underlying pa rtition  7r.
E x a m p le  4 .7 . I f  7r =  {3 ,2 ,1 }  G 11(6) and — e\ <8> e3 0  e± <S> e2 <S> 0  e2 G <S>6V





where Tk((3) has content {1, 22, 3 ,42} and shape ir — {3, 2,1}.
R e m a rk  4.2. There is a bijective correspondence between simple basis tensors com­
ing out o f <%>NV and the collection o f a ll generalized tableaux w ith  shape 7r and content 
{ t™1, . . . ,  t™N} where U G { l , . . . , n  +  l } .  Therefore, for the remainder o f th is work we 
w ill refer to  simple basis tensors coming out o f ®NV and i t ’s corresponding generalized 
tableaux interchangeably.
D e f in it io n  4.11. Let 7r =  {-Ki >  • • • >  ttp} G n ( - ^ )  and P =  ei<S>- ■ • eni • -<8)
ejv be a simple tensor out o f CgAV. Let 7r' =  {7r2 >  • • • >  7rp} and f3' — e,r1+i® -  • *<S)ejv- 
Tn' (fl1) is the ro w  d im in is h e d  tableau o f 7^(/3) which, to  s im plify  notation, is denoted 
by %(?).
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Exam ple 4.8. Suppose
TAP)
then
W )  =
For th is work we w ill be viewing the action o f S/s on generalized tableaux rather then 
simple tensors.
D efinition 4.12. Let n E IK -^0  and 0  be a basis tensor out o f ® NV. For any a E Sja
g % { 0 )  =  % { g 0 ) .
Extending th is  action linearly we again have an action of SV on ® NV.
Exam ple 4.9. Suppose 7r =  {3, 2 ,1 }  and 0  =  e1 <g> e3 ® e4 <E> e2 0  e4 ® e2 E ® 6V.
T M  =
Let a =  (123) (45) then cr(ei ® e% ®  ® e2 <S> ® e2) =  e4 ® e\ ®  ® e2 ®  e2 and
we have:




Remark 4.3. Instead o f tak ing a simple basis vector 0  out o f ® NV  and re lating i t  to 
i t ’s corresponding generalized tableau Tn(0), we w ill often suppress the 7r and 0  and 
sim ply w rite  T ,  exp lic itly  giving the shape and content o f T .  Also for any a E
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when we w rite  o T  we mean tha t a  is acting on the corresponding simple basis tensor
of r .
D e f in it io n  4 .13 . Let 7r =  {7Ti >  • ■ • >  irp} G 11(^0- Let T  be a generalized tableau 
having shape n. For i =  1 , . . .  ,p and j  =  1 , . . . ,  7Tj, T [ i , j ]  w ill denote the index which 
occurs in  the intersection o f the i th row and j th column of T .
D efinition 4.14. Let 7r G n (-^ 0  and P be a simple basis tensor out o f ® NV. Tk{P) 
is called 7r sem i-standard provided for a ll indices i <  i', % (P ) [ i , j ]  <  Tn(P)[i ', j]  
and for a ll indices j  <  j T ^ { P ) \ i , j ]  <  % (P)[i,j '] .  The set o f a ll n semi-standard 
generalized tableaux is denoted by S7r(N) .  Tn(P) is said to be non 7r sem i-standard  
provided there exists indices i <  i' such tha t %(/3)[i , j]  >  Tn(P)[i' ,j]  or there exists 
indices j  <  j '  such tha t %(/3)[i , j]  >  Tn(/3)[i, j']-
N o ta t io n .  For % G { 1 , . . . ,  n +  1} , / G Z  and Ki  G Z >0 define Ki  to stand for a 
1 row tableau having Ki  boxes each containing the value i. When we w rite  Ki  + 1 
we are ind ica ting a 1 row tableau having Ki  + 1 boxes each containing the value o f i.
stands for a one row tableau containing K \  l ’s followed by K 2K , k 2 Kji+i
2’s, and so on.
E x a m p le  4 .10. I f  K \  =  3 and K 2 =  2 then
k xk 2 - 1 1 1 2 2
and i f  I =  2 then
K i  +  l 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
We now define an action o f gl(n 4-1, C) on ® NV.
D e f in it io n  4 .15. Let I  =  { 1 , . . . ,  n +  1 }^ .  For each A  G gl{n +  1, C), and 
t =  D(u,...,iAr)e /(Q!u - iiv )eu ® ® eiN where G C, an action o f gl(n +  1, C) on
®NV is as follows,
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NA (t) =  ^ 2  «ii...aiAr e*l 0  ' ' ' 0  (A e <j ) 0  ' ' ' 0  ^ '
j= l
Extending th is action linearly defines a gl(n +  1,C) module structure on ® ArV, and 
restricting th is action to  A n, ® ArV becomes an A„-module.
R e m a rk  4.4 . In  la ter sections we w ill be interested in  the action o f gl(n +  1,C) on 
simple basis tensors coming out o f For the simple basis tensor etl <8> etN,
and the standard m a trix  un it Eij £ gl(n +  1, C) we have
N
Eij{etl ® • • • 0  etN) =  ^ 2  eti ® ‘ ® (E ijetk) ® ‘ ®  etN■
k=1
R e m a rk  4 .5 . Observe tha t for any E t] £ gl(n +  1,C ), a  £ Sjv and simple basis 
tensor /3 £
£ij(<7(/3)) =  W )).
Therefore
^ ( 0 NV) =  Spandg^e j ,  ® • • • ® ejiV) | j { £ { 1 , . . . ,  n +  1 } }  
is an A n submodule o f
We can also view the action o f gl(n +  1, C) on generalized tableaux.
D e f in it io n  4 .16. Consider =  etl ® • • • ® etjv £ ® JVV. The action o f gl(n +  1, C) on 
7Jr(/3) is as follows
N
E i j T M  =  J 2 T^
k=1
where (3k -  eh ® • • • ® ® • • • ® etN.
E x a m p le  4.11. For =  e3 ® ei ® e4 ® e2 ® e2
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Consider the action o f E X2 on 7Aft)-  I n th is case fSx =  /32 =  ^3 =  Pa — 0, since 
E X2ej =  0 for j  ^ 2 .  Therefore, we have
e 12ta p ) =
3 1 4 3 1 4
4 1 + 4 2
2 1
4.3 Classical Results
In  th is section we review two main results about the A n-module gn(®NV). The 
firs t result describes a basis for g A ® NV) and the second result realizes every fin ite
dimensional simple ^4n-module as the module gn(®NV)  for an appropriate choice of
7T.
L e m m a  4.2 . I f  T  and T '  are two generalized tableaux w ith  underlying p a rtition  7r 
such th a t T  =  pT '  for some p G 7 ^  then g A T )  =  gAT')-
Proof. For any p € 7Zn, we have tha t
^ 2  ^ ° P  =  ^
IpZ.'R.T!
and therefore,
9A T )  =  gApT')  =  s9 n ( 7 h )  f  ] 2  ^  ° P ]  T '  =  dAT')-
\'re c ir J XipeiZn J
□
L e m m a  4.3. I f  a generalized tableau T  o f shape n is such tha t T  has a column 
containing two equal elements then
{ ^ 2  sgn{cr)cr)T =  0.
(T^ Cn
Proof. Suppose tha t (q, r )  G Cn such tha t (q, r )  interchanges two equal elements in 
the same column in  T .  Since {cr(q, r)  | a  G Cwj  =  Cw we have:
sgn(a )aT  =  ^  sgn(a(q ,r ) )a{q ,r )T  =  -  ^ 2 ( s g n ( a ) ) a T
<recn <reCn
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and therefore,
^  sgn(a)aT  =  0.
O’E.Ctt
□
T h e o re m  4.1 . { ^ ( T )  | T  € <S„-(./V)} is a basis for ^ ( ^ V ) .
Proof. See for example Theorem 8.11 in [1] □
For any non ir semi-standard generalized tableau T , g^{T) € g-n{®NV)- By Theorem 
4.1, gn(T)  can be expressed as a linear combination o f the elements in  {gv(T )  | T  6 
(S ^ iV )}. In  th is  event g ^ T )  is said to  be s tra ig h te n e d .
Recall, by combining Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 2.11 we know th a t every fin ite  
dimensional simple 4 n-module is some V(A) where A is dom inant integral. The 
follow ing Theorem shows how we can realize every fin ite  dimensional simple A n -  
module as a particu la r submodule o f (g^V.
T h e o re m  4.2 . Suppose A =  ]T)"=1 a dom inant integral weight for A n . Set
7ifc =  J2j=k hj and let N  — Yli=i  ^  ^^en 7r =  {zri >  • • • >  7rn}  6 n (N)-  The fin ite  
dimensional simple A n  module V ( \ )  w ith  highest weight A is isomorphic to  gv{®NV). 
In  particu lar, the highest weight vector in ^ ( ig i^ V )  is g^{T+) where T + is the 7r 
semi-standard generalized tableau having i th row filled w ith  the values i.
Proof. See for example Theorem 2.33 in  [1].
□
4.4 Ordering on Tableaux
In  th is section we define an ordering on generalized tableaux and review some re­
sulting properties. This ordering w ill assist us in  determ ining which ir semi-standard 
generalized tableaux appear in  the expansion o f a Young symmetrizer, gn, acting on 
an a rb itra ry  7r semi-standard generalized tableau.
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D e f in it io n  4 .17. Let Pi and p2 be basis tensors for <g>NV. Pi <  p2 i f  there exists 
7  G C j such th a t TW(P2) can be obtained from  T ^ P i )  by successively interchanging 
pairs o f entries in  the same row o f 7^ - (7 /?i) such tha t at each stage the entry w ith  
the smaller value is moved to  a column which is further le ft while s t ill ly ing  in  i t ’s 
orig inal row. In  th is  case, we say Tn(Pi) <  % (P2).
E x a m p le  4 .12. Let n =  {3 ,2 ,1 }  £ 11(6)- Consider Pi =  e4 ® e2 <S> e2 <S> e3 (8) e4 <g) e4 




3 4 2 3
4 4
r.((2,5 )Pi) = 1 4 2
1 2 4 1 2 4
T 9 ) 3 2 2 3
4 4 4
T M ,






is not related to  % (p i )  because there does not exist a y  £ Cw such th a t the row sets 
of T ^ P s )  coincide w ith  the row sets o f Tk(Pi ).
L e m m a  4.4 . 1. Let Pi and p2 be n semi-standard basis tensors for <g>^V. I f
qpP2 =  Pi for q £ Cn and p £ 7Zn, then either Pi =  P2 or Pi <  p2.
2. I f  p is a 7r semi-standard basis tensor for ®NV then the coefficient o f P, when 
g^iP) is w ritten  as a linear combination o f basis tensors, is nonzero. In  partic­
ular, gw(p) ±  0 .
Proof. See Lemma 8.8 in  [1] □
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R e m a rk  4 .6 . B y part 2 o f the above Lemma for any T  £ Sn(N) ,  T  appears in  gn(T~) 
w ith  non-zero coefficient.
W ith  the groundwork set, in  the next section we w ill realize a ll torsion free A n- 
modules o f degree one by working w ith  fin ite  dimensional simple i4n-modules viewed 
in  terms o f a tableau formalism.
5 M otivating Example
In  th is section we show tha t a ll simple torsion free A„-modules o f degree one can be 
obtained by a “complex continuation” o f the simple A n modules V(Ku ix) for K  £ Z>0. 
For each K  6 Z >0, in  th is realization a basis for V { K ujx) consists o f the vectors 
gn( \ K x\ K 2 \ . . . \ K n+x\) where K l =  K , n  =  { K }  £ n ( £ )  and K { £ Z>0. For
a ll K  £ Z >0 these are representations, and therefore the operators satisfy the Serre 
relations for a ll bases elements. The coefficients o f the bases elements in  the Serre 
relations can be viewed as polynomials in  the integer variables K x, . . .  , K n+x which 
are identically zero. For example consider the Serre relation [Exx — E 22, £ 23] +  £ 23.
([£11 — £221 £ 23] +  £ 23)5^( £1 £ 2 £ n+1 )
((£11 — £ 22)£23 — £ 23(£11 — £ 22) +  E 2z)gn{ K x 
£ 3( £ i  -  (£2  +  1 ))gA
£ 2 £ n+l
£2  +  1 £ . 3 - 1
-  £ 3( £ i  -  K 2)gA ■ ■ ■ £ 2 +  1 £3  -  1 • • • )
+  Kzg«( ■ ■ ■ £ 2  +  1 £ 3 - 1 . . . )
=  ( £ 3( £ i  - (£2  +  1)) — £3 ( £ 1 -
=  0 • &r( • • • £2  +  1 £ 3 - 1
Therefore, ( K 3( K X -  {K :! + l ) ) - £ 3( £ i - £ 2
£ 3 - 1
K 3 which is identica lly zero.
The idea is to  construct new representations by “com plexifying” the parameters 
Ki.  W ith  appropriate conditions on the new parameters, these j4n-modules are sim-
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pie torsion free degree one, and in  fact a ll such modules can be realized in  th is  manner.
We firs t establish the connection between two realizations o f the simple fin ite  dimen­
sional A „-m odu le  V ( K loi).
For each K  E Z > 0 we fix  tt =  { K }  E n  (-^0 then
Rn =  ^ 2  °  ’ C*  =  € , and gT =  ^  o.
vZlSk <7£Sk
Consider the follow ing An module:
n + l
g*(®KV) =  Spanc{g,r( K i Ko K tn + l ) |  Y , K i =  K  - K i E  Z>o}.
i = i
By Theorem 4.2 th is module is simple w ith  highest weight Ku>\ and m axim al
vector v+ =  g7r( K i  =  K  ), and hence isomorphic to V(Ku>i). A ll the weight 
spaces are one dimensional w ith  weight vector g.!r( K \  K 2 . . .  K n+i ) having weight 
E U ( K i  -  K w )ut.
On the other hand, recall the follow ing simple fin ite  dimensional A n-module from  
Example 3.1:
M ( k ) =  S p a n d x ^ 11 xl2~l2 • • • x„+1 | 0 <  /„  <  ln_i ■ ■ ■ <  h <  K }  
where k =  (K , 0 , . . . ,  0).
L e m m a  5.1. Assuming the notation above, M (k )  and gn{®KV) are isomorphic as 
A„-m odules when k =  (K , 0 , . . . ,  0).
Proof. Let
given by
: M (k )  gn(®NV)
ip(x* hxlf  h . . . x l£+1) =  gv( K , k 2 A^n+l )
where K \  =  K  — Zi, K r =  li_i — /j, for i =  2 , . . . ,  n and K n+i — ln.
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We w ill show th a t ip is in  fact an isomorphism of gl(n +  1, C)-modules. C learly ip 
is an isomorphism o f vector spaces as we are mapping basis vector to  basis vector, and 
so we need only show ip(Eij.v) =  Eij.ip(v) for a ll Eij  G gl(n +  1,C) and v G M ( k ). 
Take E^  G gl(n +  1, C). Set l0 =  K  and ln+1 =  0.
v?~hxlr l2 X n + 1) — E i j g n {  K l Ko n + l
K-[ K , K,n + l
— Kjg^{ . . .  Kj +  1 K j -  1
=  {l] . l - l j ) l P { ; - ^ r ~ k+l
=  1p(( l j -1 — Ij) ■Xi
= iP{EijX« - h x l ~ h




I j - 1 I j  1 
X3
In  ^
n + l / *




Eij g-x ( K \  . . . K,n + l ) =  Kjg^i . . .  Kj +  1 . . . K j - 1
Since g-n(®K V)  is a module the Serre relations must be satisfied (comment pro­
ceeding Theorem 2.7). I t  is obvious from  the action of E^  th a t the coefficients of 
the basis vectors in  the Serre relations w ill result in polynomials in  K i , . . . , K n+\. 
This result along w ith  the next lemma w ill assist us in our goal o f realizing a ll simple 
torsion free i4„-modules o f degree one.
L e m m a  5.2. For i =  1, . . . ,  n +  1 fix  IVj G Z >0- Let /  G C [a ;i,. . . ,  ajn+ i] such tha t 
f ( x ) =  0 for a ll x G { ( & i , . . . ,  kn+1) G Z n+1 | ki >  Ni, i =  1 , . . . ,  n +  1} then f ( x )  =  0 
in  C[a?i,. . .  , x n+1].
Proof. We induct on n. For n =  1, /  is a polynom ial in  one variable. Let f ( x )  G C [x i]. 
B y assumption for some iVi G Z >0, f ( k \ )  =  0 for a ll ki >  N i .  Therefore, /  has in fi-
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n ite ly  many roots and therefore f { x i)  =  0.
Now assume th a t the Lemma is true for n >  1. Consider f ( x i , , £n+i) £ C [ x i , . . . ,  a;n+i.] 
such th a t we w rite  f ( x  i , . . . ,  x n+1) as
9
f ( x i , . . .  , x n+i)  =  ^ P i i x i , . . .  , x n)xln+1
i=0
where each P i (x i , . . . ,  x n) is a polynom ial in  C [ ^ i , . . . ,  x n}.
For each Xi substitute ki G Z  such tha t ki >  N .^ Then
9
f  (^i) • • • > kn, xn+\)  — ^   ^P i ( h , . . . ,  /u7l)x n_(_1
i= 0
is a polynom ia l in  one variable w ith  in fin ite ly  many roots, namely, xn+\ >  N n+\. 
Therefore,
Pi(ki, . . . , k n) =  0 
for all k i >  Ni.  B y the inductive hypothesis we have
P i (x i,  =  0.
Therefore,
9 9
^-n+i) ^   ^ i • • • i xn)xn_^ i — ^  '  0 • xn_^ i =  0.
1=0 7=0
□
We now introduce our modified tableau construction o f a simple torsion free A n- 
module o f degree one. F ix  a =  ( a i , . . . ,  an+1) G C such tha t each a, G C \  Z. Define 
a vector space M  (a) over C to have a form al basis
n+l
B =  M a  +  M )  \ M  =  ( M i , M n+i) G Z n+1, ^  =  0}.
Next we define a module structure on M (a )  by defining the action on M (a )  analogous 
to  our fin ite  module g^{®NV). Let e* stand for an n +  1-tuple which has a zero in 
every co-ordinate except in  the i th co-ordinate, which has a value o f 1.
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The follow ing Theorem shows tha t we have now constructed a simple torsion free 
i4n-module o f degree one.
T h e o re m  5.1 . F ix  a =  ( a i , . . . ,  an+i) 6 C such tha t each a* 6 C \  Z. M (a )  is
a simple torsion free i4„-m odule o f degree one isomorphic to  M (a ) ,  where M (d ) is
described in  Example 3.1.
Proof. For a =  ( a i , . . . ,  an+i) ,  we have the simple torsion free degree one >ln-module, 
M (a )  =  Spanc{x\l - klx l2+kl- k i . . .  x ^ +kn- 1~knx^+11+kn \ h  e Z } .
Let if : M (a )  —> M (a )  given by:
i f (xa11~klxa22+kl- k2 .. . x ann+kn- l - k"xann£ +kn) =  v(a +  M )  
where M i =  —k\ and M j =  &*_! — ki for i — 2 , . . . ,  n +  1 w ith  kn+1 =  0.
Now M {a )  and M { a ) are isomorphic as vectors spaces. Since M (a )  is a module
and M ( a ) has an action defined on it ,  i t  suffices to  show tha t for the generators E i j ,
if satisfies the module homomorphism condition:
ip(Eijv) =  Eijip(v), 
where v =  x ^ 1 x^2+kl~k2. . .  xan- +k^ ~ k- x ann^ +kn.
~.ai~ki~a2+ki-k2 „a„+fcn_i—fc„ an+i+k„\ ipyrjt]X 1 x 2 ■■■xn xn+l )
=  if((a,j +  kj—i -  kj ) . . .  x“'+k' - '~ ki+1. . .  ^3+k j - i -k j - i  
=  (a, +  k j - i  -  kj)ip(... x“<+k>-i- k<+ l . . .  xy +k>-1- * * - 1 . . . )
=  (aj +  M j)v (a  +  M  +  e* — ej)
=  Eijv(a  +  M )
  J? „i,(„ai-ki a,2+ki-k2 „an+k„-i-kn an+i+kn\
— Ihijip{x i 2 ' ' ' xn xn+1 )■
□
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We have now achieved our goal for th is section. By Theorem 3.2 every simple 
torsion free A „-m odule o f degree one is isomorphic to  M (a )  for an appropriate choice 
o f a =  ( a i , . . .  ,a n+ i). For any such a, by Theorem 5.1, we can construct a simple 
torsion free degree one A n-module, M (a ) ,  which is isomorphic to  M (a ) .  Therefore, we 
have ju s t realized every simple torsion free A n-module of degree one using a tableau 
formalism. C learly the construction by B ritten  and Lemire [3] provides a better 
realization then the one we have constructed. For torsion free modules having degree 
greater then 1, B ritte n  and Lemire [3] showed tha t these torsion free modules occur 
as submodules in  M (a )  ® V ( A) for appropriate choices of a and A. The problem w ith  
th is  realization is th a t a basis and a module action is not described. Generalizing 
the results from  th is section we w ill give a basis and a module action for realizing 
a ll non-integral simple torsion free A n-module having fin ite  degree. Moreover, th is 
module action w ill be defined by working w ith  certain fin ite  dimensional modules, 
and therefore w ill be no more d ifficu lt then determ ining the modules action for fin ite  
dimensional modules.
6 A ction of operators E i j  on finite dimensional mod­
ules in tableau form
In  section 5, we showed tha t s ta rting  w ith  simple fin ite  dimensional A n-modules, 
viewed in  terms o f tableau formalism, we can construct simple torsion free A n-modules 
o f degree one by applying a “complex continuation” . M otivated by th is success, the 
goal o f th is  work is to  generalize th is construction to  obtain a ll simple torsion free 
A n-modules o f fin ite  degree having a non-integral central character. A n  im portant 
step in  th is  generalization is examining the coefficients which appear in  the action of 
the operators on certain basis vectors for the modules gn(®NV)- This analysis 
w ill be the focus o f th is chapter.
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6.1 Setup
We begin th is section by defining these special basis vectors and discussing a general 
method for examining the coefficients which appear in  the action o f the operators Eij  
on these special basis vectors.
Recall from  section 4.2 we defined K \  K 2x k ■^ 71+1 to stand for a one row
tableau containing K i  l ’s followed by K 2 2’s, and so on. V stands for the natural 
representation space o f A n which was defined in  Example 2.5.
For a ll partitions n =  {7Ti >  • • • >  np} w ith  7r =  {7t2 >  • • • >  7rp} fixed and 7Ti 7r2
variable, we consider certain basis vectors coming out o f the modules gn( ® NV) =
Spanc {gir(T) | T  G SW( N ) } .
D e f in it io n  6.1. F ix  i t  =  {tt2 >  • • • >  7rp} G n ( -^ 0  and ^  ^>o such f^ a t 7Ti 7t2
and 7Ti is variable. Let 7r =  {7Ti >  ••• >  7rp}. Let T  E Sn( N )  w ith  top row
K i  ■ ■ ■ K n+1 w ith  each Ki  chosen large enough such tha t the action o f the Serre 
relations on g^(T)  is non-zero. Then T  is said to  be core and g ^ T )  is said to  be a 
core basis vector. K, G Z >0 w ill denote a lower bound on K i , . . . ,  K n+1 such tha t 
T  is core.
Rem ark 6.1. The core basis vectors come from an in fin ite  number o f fin ite  dimen­
sional representations. We fix  ir =  {7t2 >  • • • >  7rp} G T [ (M )  and consider all 
partitions 7r =  {7Ti >  ■ • • >  7rp} w ith  variable 7Ti G Z>o such tha t 7Ti 7t2. A s long as 
each Ki  >  JC the corresponding core basis vectors satisfy a ll results in  th is chapter. 
As the Serre relations are generated by a fin ite  number o f operators, the existence of 
K, is guaranteed.
F ix  7r =  {7Ti 7r2 >  • • • >  7TP} G nC^O an<^  define 7V to  be the corresponding 
canonical tableau w ith  row group TZn, column group C„ and Young symmetrizer g 
F ix  a 7r semi-standard generalized tableau w ith  underlying Young frame and
c o n te n t{ lK l, 2K2+m2, . . . , ( n  +  to  be
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K x k 2 K n+1
f
w ith  T  a fixed row diminished tableau o f T  w ith  content {2m2, . . . ,  (n 4- l ) m"+1}, 
K i >  E i= 2 7Tj for i  =  1 , . . . ,  n +  1, and 7^ =  Kj .  Naturally, the condition tha t 
Ki Y7i=2 ni im Poses a size constraint on 7Ti, tha t is 7Ti »  (p — 1) ^ j = 27ri-
R e m a rk  6.2. For the remainder o f th is chapter T  w ill stand for the fixed core n 
semi-standard generalized tableau defined above.
We wish to  examine the action o f Eij  on gn(T).
EijgAT) =  '52g*(Tr) (2)
r
where each Tr is a ir generalized tableaux not necessarily semi-standard. Each o f 
the generalized tableaux appearing in the righ t hand side o f equation (2) which are 
non 7r semi-standard must be straightened. To do this, suppose Tn.s. is an a rb itra ry  
one o f these non n semi-standard generalized tableaux. Since gn(Tn.s)  £ 9-ir(®NV), 
by Theorem 4.1, gn(Tn.s)  has a unique expansion w ith  respect to  the basis {g^{Tk) \ 
Tk G »S7r(A7')}. Tha t is,
E Ckg*(Tk) where each c*, G C and each 7jt G S^{N).  (3)
k
We now expand a ll the terms in  (3) w ith  respect to  the basis elements o f ® NV, 
namely, {  eq ®  • • • 0  eiN \ ij G { 1 , . . .  ,n  +  1} } .  To determine the values o f the 
coefficients c*, we observe tha t any 7r semi-standard generalized tableau, say Ts, must
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appear w ith  the same coefficient on both sides o f the equation. We then need to 
know the number o f times Ts appears in  gn{Tn.s)  and in  each o f the basis vectors 
<hr(7*)) when g i^fTn.s) and g^Tk)  are both expressed w ith  respect to  the basis tensors 
o f ® NV. To solve these problems, in  la ter sections several counting properties w ill be 
introduced. However, for certain values o f i and j  the dependence on K i , . . . ,  K n+l 
when straightening Eijgw(T )  requires no advanced counting properties. We break the 
problem in to  the follow ing 3 cases:
(1) E n g ^ T )  for i a rb itra ry
(2) Eijgr ( T ) fo r  i ±  1 ±  j , and
(3) Ei jgn(T )  for j  a rb itra ry
In  the next section we w ill be concerned w ith  cases (1) and (2).
6.2 Cases (1) and (2)
The goal o f th is  section is to  determine the dependence of the coefficients in  equation 
(3) on K i , . . . ,  K n+1 when straightening Eijgn(T) ,  for the follow ing two situations:
(1) E n g ^ T )  for i a rb itra ry
(2) E i jg ^ T )  for i /  1 ^  j
We remind the reader tha t g„(T)  represents a special type o f basis vector in  {gn(T) \ 
T  € Sjr (^V)}  which was defined exp lic itly  in  section 6.1.
N o ta t io n .  As we are interested in  examining the action of Eij on g^{T), we introduce 
a notation to  keep track o f what factor E^  is acting on in  T . Define E ^ jT  to  be the 
result o f the operator E^  acting on the element in  T  located in  the kth row and Ith 
column. Therefore, for 7r =  {7Ti >  • • • >  np} G n (-^ 0
EijT  =  J2 E“ r ■
k=l, . . . ,p 
I-l,...,TTk
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N otation . Let T f  denote the 7r semi-standard generalized tableau identical to T
except in the top row, which has an extra i and exactly one less j .
L e m m a  6.1. Let M  =  0 i f  j  =  1 and M  — Kr  i f  j  >  1-
M + K j
£  Et‘g„(T) = K,g,{V)-
l = M + 1
Proof. E f j T  =  0 unless I =  M  +  1 , . . . ,  M  +  K j.  For any I =  M  +  1 , . . . ,  M  +  K j  
there exists a p G 7 ^  such tha t p E }-T  =  Tf.  By Lemma 4.2, gn( E l jT )  — g^{Tf) for 
I — M  +  1 , . . . ,  M  +  K j.  Therefore,
M + K j  M + K j  M + K j
£  E$g,(T) = £ 9„(4'T) = £ 9,(77) = K M 77).
l = M + l  l = M + 1 l = M + l
□
Now we consider the operator En  acting on g^ifT).
L e m m a  6.2.
Eng^{T) =  K x g ^ l f ) .
Proof. Since T  is semistandard, the index 1 only appears in  the firs t K \  positions
of the firs t row, and so, E ^ T  is non-zero only when acting on elements in  K i  
Therefore we have the follow ing decomposition:
K  i
E»g+T) = g A Y ,E "T>
1=1
=  £ ^ 9 , ( r )
(=1
=  E 1g7t(77). (Lemma 6.1)
Observe th a t Tf — T  when i =  1. □
Before m oving onto Case (2) we introduce some notation and several Lemmas.
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N o ta t io n .  Recall from  defin ition 4.13 tha t T[ i , j ]  denotes the index which occurs in 
the intersection o f the i th row and j th column of T .
Many times the action o f elements from  on T  w ill leave T  fixed. In  particular, 
we are interested when th is property occurs on the firs t row of T .
N o ta t io n .  Recall J\f =  { 1 , . . . ,  N} .  Let Af =  {7Ti +  1 , . . . ,  N }  and so, the symmetric 
group Stf can be embedded in to  the symmetric group 5V  ■ We remove from  the 
canonical tableau, rn, the first row to  obtain the row diminished canonical tableau 
7V. Let be the row group of tv  and Cn be the column group o f Tn. Then g  ^ w ill
denote the corresponding Young symmetrizer exp lic itly  given by
9* =  X ]  s9n (lhfP-
7 ec*
D e f in it io n  6.2. Let p G TZni, M  =  P is said to  act b lo c k  in v a r ia n t  on
K m provided:
(p T ) [ l,  i] =  m fo r  i =  M  +  1 , . . . ,  M  +  K m.
p is said to  act b lo c k  in v a r ia n t  on  th e  f ir s t  ro w  o f  T  i f  (pT) [ l , i ]  =  T [ l , i ]  for 
i =  1 , . . . ,  ni. S =  {p G 72.,^  | (p 7 ^ [l,  *] =  T[  1, i] for i =  1 , . . . ,  7T!} is a subgroup of 
TZ^ , is called the s ta b il iz e r  o f  th e  to p  ro w  o f  T .
R e m a rk  6.3. Notice tha t |£| =  Ki \  ■ ■ ■ K n+i\. To sim plify notation, for the remain­
der o f th is work set
K !  :=  K 1\ - - - K n+1\.
L e m m a  6.3. Let ir =  { 7^  >  • • ■ >  7rp}  G n (-^ )>  T  a 7r generalized tableau, having
top row K i  ■ ■ ■ K n+i , w ith  each K t YU]- 2  71 j  > anfl row dim inished tableau, T , of
T  having content {2*2, . . . ,  (n +  l ) tn+1} where ti G Z>0. I f  there exists a q G and a 
p G 7Zn such th a t qpT is semi-standard, then q G Cn and p must act block invariant 
on the top row o f T.
Proof. Let q G Cn and p G 1ZW such tha t qpT is 7r semi-standard. F irs t consider the 
action o f p on T , and suppose p is not block invariant on the top row o f T . Therefore
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pT  is not a n semi-standard generalized tableau, and we must find a q G Cn such that
qpT is semi-standard. Suppose p does not act block invariant on K \  . Since no l ’s 
lie below the 1st row, there does not exist a q G Cn such tha t qpT is a 7r semi-standard
generalized tableau. Therefore, p must act block invariant on K \  . Suppose p does 
not act block invariant on Ki for some i =  2 , . . . ,  n +  1. Since K i  Y7j=2 T i ’ there 
does not exist a q G Cn such th a t qpT is semi-standard. Therefore, p must act block 
invariant on the top row o f T.
Now consider the action o f q on pT. Suppose q ^C ^ .  Therefore q must permute 
the top row o f pT  non-triv ia lly , and since pT  has top K \ ■ ■ • K n + 1 , q w ill permute
a 1 in to  T , creating a non semi-standard tableau. Therefore, q G C„.
□
N o ta t io n .  Let T  and T '  be 7r generalized tableaux. [T : g„{T')\ w ill denote the 
number o f times T  appears in  gn{T') when g ^ T ' )  is expressed as a sum o f generalized 
tableaux w ritten  in  terms o f the basis elements o f CS^V.
L e m m a  6.4. Let re =  {ni  >  • • • >  7rp}  G ^  be a ir generalized tableau having
, w ith  each K,  >> 'YAj=2 'Kj-> an(  ^ row dim inished tableau, T , o ftop row K i K,n + l
T  having content {2 t2, . . . ,  (n +  l ) t»i+1} where t, G Z>0. Let Ts be a n semi-standard 
generalized tableau having shape and content identical to T.  Then
[Ts : 9tt(T)\  =  K ! [T S : gw(T)\.
Proof. 1Zir — 1ZWl x Let S C 7ZWl be stabilizer o f the top row o f T . Let <t0 =  id, 
&i £ for % =  1 , . . . ,  I be transversals for lZni/S .  Tha t is, 7lni == a0S (+J • • • (+Ja/S. 
Let go =  id, / ij G Cn for i =  l , . . . , r  be transversals for C^jC^. T ha t is, C,r =  
A^0^7T y  ■ ■ ■ t i l  PrCff ■
s A T ) =  (  s 9 n h h ]  ( ^ p )  ( T )
\ 7 e c „  J  \p e H n  )
sgn(pi)sgn(/y)gi 'y E p+E E
i = 1 7 ec*. \pesxii„
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We are interested in  the 7r semi-standard generalized tableaux appearing in  the 
expansion o f g-n(T). Exam ining the righ t hand side o f the above equation, notice for 
* >  1 l^il Cw and crjS S. By Lemma 6.3, the action of either o f these elements on 
T  w ill result in  a non it semi-standard generalized tableau. Therefore,
sW t ) t  S  ps 
K'r&cl J  \*es pen„
are the only terms in  gn whose action on T  can create 7r semi-standard generalized 
tableaux. Since
X J  s9n i l ) l  j  ( Y l  X J  ps I =  K !  ( X J  ) I p J (T )
^7ec; /  \ses peTin J \ 7eC;  J \ pen„ J
=  K !& r(T ),
any semi-standard appearing in  gn{T) appears exactly K !  times more then in  g^{T).
□
L e m m a  6.5. Let it =  { 1 iq >  • • • >  irp} G n(-^0> T  be air  generalized tableau having
top row K \  ■ ■■ K n+1 , w ith  each Ki  >  Y7j=27rji  an<^  row dim inished tableau, T,  of 
T  having content {2*2, . . . ,  (n +  l ) t"+1} where U € Z>0. Let { S i , . . . ,  Sk} be a set of 
semi-standard generalized tableaux such tha t
k
(1) gw(T) =  ^ 2 c ig v(Si).
i=1
Then le tting  T{ be the tt semi-standard generalized tableau having top row iden­
tica l to  top row of T , and having a row diminished tableau Si, for i — 1 , . . . ,  k, i t  
follows tha t
k
9*(T ) =  ^ 2 Ci97r(Ti),
i~ 1
where the c^’s are as in  (1). As a result, each Ci is a constant number independent of 
K \ , . . . ,  K n+1-
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Proof. By assumption,
k
9‘ir(T') ^  ] Cj9ir(Si),
i—1
has no semi-standard generalized tableaux when expressed w ith  respect to  the bases 
o f ® NV.  Therefore,
k
(1) 9tt{T)  -  '^2cign(Ti),
i = 1
has no semi-standard generalized tableaux when expressed w ith  respect to  the bases 
o f ® NV.
Suppose,
k
(2) gv(T)  -
i=1
has a 7r semi-standard generalized tableaux, T,  when (2) is expressed w ith  respect to 
the bases of
By Lemma 6.4,
[T : j,(T ) ] = K ! [ f  : g,(T)\ ,
and
[ f  : gn(Ti)] =  K ! [ f  : gT{Ti)\ for i =  1 , . . . ,  k.
Therefore, the coefficient in  front o f T  in  (2) is,
k
K ! x [T  : g„(T)} -  K ! ^ C j f f  : g,(T,)].
i=1
By combining th is w ith  (1)
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k k
[T ■ SAT)) -  J > [ 7  : 9 ,(7 0 ] =  K !  x [T  : 9 ,(7 ) ]  -  K I ^ C j f T  : 9 ,(7 0 ]
1 = 1  1 = 1
k
=  K ! ( [ 7 :  9 , ( 7 ) ] - £ * [ 7 :  9 ,(7 0 ])
t =  1
=  K !  x  0 
-  0.
Therefore, when expressing (2) w ith  respect to the bases o f ® NV, T  appears w ith  
coefficient 0, which implies (2) has no 7r semi-standard generalized tableaux when 




where the Cj’s are as they were in  (1). Since the Cj’s came out o f
k
9*(T) =  ^2ci9ir(Si),
1 = 1
and all tableaux involved in  the above equation are independent o f K \ , . . .  , K n+1, i t  
must follow th a t each q  is a constant number independent of K i , . . . ,  K n+\.
□
We are now in  a position to  examine Case (2).
L e m m a  6.6, For i ^  1 ^  j  ,
Eijg7r{ 'r) =  K jgn(7J) +  ^  crgn{T'r ) ,
r
where each cr is a constant number independent of K i , . . . ,  K n+i, and each %  is a 7r 
semi-standard generalized tableau having top row identical to  the top row of T.
Proof. Let M  =  Ya Z i  Ki- Since, E}!jT 0 only when I =  M  +  1 , . . . ,  M  +  K j  we 
have
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M + K j
E»T = E  E!‘T + E  E“ T-
l = M + 1 k —2,...,p
I - l , . . . , 7 T fc
Therefore
^  M + K j
EijfJ-ft (T )    Q'K Y  e$t + e
J = M + 1  fc=2,...,p
\  i =  l,--.,7Tfc /
= E s * ( E " T ) +  E
i = M + l  k—2,...,p
l =  l,...,TTk
=  K j g7r{7])  +  ^ 2  gn(E%T) {Lemma 6.1),
k=2,...,p
l=l,. . . , irk
Now consider the second term  in  the righ t hand side o f the above equation.
For k >  1, E - j T  has top row identical to  T , w ith  row dim inished tableau, E^jT,  
o f E ^ T h a v in g  content {2m2, . . . ,  i mi+1, . . .  . . . ,  (n +  l ) mn+1}. B y Theorem 4.1,
M E i j T )  =  E ^ * ^ ) ’
T
where each 5 r is a semi-standard generalized tableau and each cr e C. Let 7^ be the 
7r semi-standard generalized tableau w ith  top row identical to the top row of T , and 
row dim inished tableau Sr . By Lemma 6.5,
g„(E?‘T )  =  Y w ’ (%),
r
where each cr is a constant number independent o f K \ , . . . ,  K n+\.
Since our k and I were arb itrary, th is results holds for all k >  1 and I, and so,
E sAEfjr) = e  Cr^7r(7r))
k=2,.. . ,p r
7Tfc
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where each cr is a constant number independent of K i , . . . ,  K n+1 .
Combining our results,
Eij9 * ( T )  =  K jgw(T-)  +  ^  crgv{Tr)
r
which completes the proof.
□
We have now achieved our goal for th is section and summarize below.
Case (1 ): For a rb itra ry  i,
En g* (T )  =  K i g a l i ) .
Case (2 ): For i ^  1 ^  j ,
Ei jg„{T) =  K jgn(Tj)  +  y^ j crg7r(Tr),
r
where each cr is a constant number independent o f K i , . . . ,  K n+1, and each Tr G S1{(N)  
having top row identical to  top row of T .
6.3 Introducing Case (3)
Analyzing Eijgw(T )  is more complicated. This section outlines the difficulties which 
arise in  th is s ituation, and the need for several counting properties.
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Consider the decomposition of Eijgn( T ):
g,{EljT) = gA Y  E"T) + gA Y  £“T) M
i= l , . . . , 7 T i  A := 2 ,. . . ,p
/=l,...,7Tfc
= Y  S*(El‘,T)+ Y  sAE^jT)
1= l,...,7Ti k=2,...,p
l= IviTTfc
=  K jgv{T>) +  ^  J fc r^g T ) (Lem m a 6.1),
k-2,.. . ,p
l=l,.. .,7Tk
U nfortunate ly for k >  2, L f jT  does not create a generalized tableau row equivalent 
to some 7r semi-standard generalized tableau. For k >  2 the action o f -EfJ on T  creates 
non 7T semi-standard generalized tableaux o f the form:
Tn.s. =
k 3 k 2 En+i
Tn.s.
where Tn.s. is the row diminished tableau o f Tn.s. identical to  T  except the kth row, 
Ith column has a 1 in  place o f a j ,  i.e. Tn.s. — E f-T .
Recall, T  has content {2m2, . . . ,  (n 4- l ) mTl+1}. For i =  2 , . . . ,  n +  1, define ft to be 
the number o f n semi-standard generalized tableaux having shape equal to  the shape 
of T  and content { 2m2, . . . . . . ,  i m<+1, . . . ,  (n +  l ) m"+1}.
Define the follow ing 7r semi-standard generalized tableaux:
%k —
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for k =  1 , . . . ,  f 2.





r ,(n + l) fe  —
K ! +  l  k 2 k 3
7(n+l)k
K n+i — 1
for k =  1
where 7ifc is a row diminished tableau o f T%k having content
{2 m2, . . .  . . . ,  . . . , (n +  l ) m«+1}  for i —  2 , . . . ,  n +  1 and k =  1, . . . ,
necessarily having each Ki
L e m m a  6.7. Let p € 7Zn and q e I f  qpTik is a n semi-standard generalized
tableau then q 6 C* and p must act block invariant on the firs t row o f Tik-
Proof. Th is is ju s t a special case o f Lemma 6.3. □
R e m a rk  6.4 . The above lemma implies tha t when i r, Tik does not appear in
9ir{Trs) when expressed in terms of the bases for ® NV.
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Lemma 6.8.
71 + 1  f i
gATn.s.) =  EE CikgATik) where cik € C.
i= 2  k=l
Proof. F irs t consider the 7r semi-standards appearing in expansion o f gATn.s)- Let 
q E and p E 7lw such tha t qpTn.s. is semi-standard. Suppose p has already acted on 
Tn.s. and consider the action o f q on pTn.s.- The 1 in  pTn.s. must be permuted in to  the 
top row o f pTn.s.- We claim  tha t 1 is the only element which can be permuted out of 
pTn.s.- Suppose another element besides 1 were permuted in to  the top row of pTn.s.- 
Since K \  Y7j=2 nji  the top row would not be weakly increasing from  le ft to  right, 
and hence a semi-standard would not result. Therefore, only the 1 from  pTn.s can be 
permuted to  the top row of pTn.s., and must be replaced by a 2 , . . . ,  n +  1. Therefore, 
any ir semi-standard generalized tableau appearing in  the expansion o f gATn.s) is of 
the form  Tik for some i =  2 , . . . ,  n +  1 and k — 1 , . . . ,  / ;.
Now consider the types o f semi-standard generalized tableaux appearing in  gATk)- 
By Lemma 6.7, any semi-standard tableau in  gA Tk ) must have top row identical to 
the top row of Tik-, and therefore must be o f the form  Tu for some I =  1 , . . . ,
Define 7r semi-standard generalized tableaux, Tr , having the same content as Tn.s. 
bu t not equal to  any o f the Tik’s. Suppose there exist coefficients c** and cr such tha t
71+1 f i
g-iriTn-sf) — EE cl3gATxk) T  ^   ^crg-K(T r).
i =2 fc=1 r
Using the pa rtia l ordering on tableaux from  Defin ition 4.17 let Tr be maximal 
among the Tr ’s. By Lemma 4.4, Tr appears w ith  a non-zero coefficient when express­
e s  Z lr  c 7- < h r (T r )  in  terms of the bases o f CE+V. By the above argument, fo r any i, k, 
Tr does not appear in  gn(Tn.s.) and g^iTk) when expressed w ith  respect to  the bases 
o f (gi^V. This contradiction implies tha t
77+1 f i
g-nifTs-) — EE Qfcfll7r(/7Ifc)
i= 2  A;=l
□
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We wish to  solve for the coefficients cik to  determine the ir dependence o n K i , . . . ,  K n+\. 
Before doing this, we introduce some counting properties.
6.4 Counting Properties
In  th is section we discuss several counting properties which w ill aid us in  answering 
the follow ing two questions:
1. How many times does 77-, appear in the expansion o f gn(Tki)^
2. How many times does 77, appear in the expansion o f gw(Tn.s.)?
We again rem ind the reader tha t Tn.s. and TZJ are the generalized tableaux defined 
exp lic itly  in  section 6.3.
L e m m a  6.9. The number o f times 71, appears in  the expansion o f gn(Tik) is
( ^ i  +  ^ K !  x M
where M  is a constant number, possibly zero, independent o f K \ , . . .  , K n+\.
Proof. B y Lemma 6.4,
\T„ ■ a r t%,)] =  (AT, +  1)'.K2\ ■ ■ ■ K i - M K i  -  l)!ATj+1! ■ • • K „ + l \[T,j : j . ( T a ) ]
=  K![7t, : gATa )].
Since gn involves perm utations which act on 77fc, M  =  [71,- : ^(71*;)] must be the same 
constant number for a ll values o f K i , . . . ,  K n+i chosen sufficiently large.
□
Recall, for i € { 1 , . . . ,  n +  1} , k € Z  and Ki  € Z>o, define K i  to  be a one row
w ill indicatetableau having Ki  boxes, where each box contains the value i. K x +  k
a 1 row tableau having K{ +  k boxes each containing the value o f i. K \ K ,
K 71+1 stands for a one row tableau containing K i  l ’s followed by K 2 2’s, and so on.
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N o ta t io n .  Let 7^..s.(l, *) denote a n generalized tableau obtained from  the 7r general­
ized tableau Tn.s. =  E ^ T ,  by replacing the top row by 
and the 1 in  Tn.s. by i.
L e m m a  6.10. Let p =  pip\ w ith  pi G lZni and p\ G W ith o u t loss o f generality 
suppose the 1 in  p*T n s is located in  the Ith column. Then
1. I f  there exists a g  G C , such th a t qpTn.s. =  T j  then the top  row  o f pTn.s. is of 
the fo rm ,
K \  +  l K i -  1 Kn+1
r—11 l i K x - { 1 -  1) k 2 K n+i
2. The number o f p\ G TZni such tha t pip\Tn.s. has top row
( I -  l ) i h K \  — (I — 1) k 2 K,n + l
is K ! .
3. There exists at most one q £ Cn such tha t qpTn.s. =  Tj-
4. I f  there is a q G such tha t qp\p\Tn.s. — T j,  then there is a unique q' G C^  
such th a t q'p\Tn.s.( M )  =  Tj-
Proof. (1) Consider the action o f q on pip\Tn.s.- Suppose an element other then 1 
were permuted in to  the top row of PiPlT.s.- Since K \  X^r=27r'-> ^°P row
qPiPiT.s. would not be weakly increasing from  le ft to  right, and therefore, not in 
semi-standard form. Therefore, only the 1 in P ip \T n s may be permuted in to  the top 
row of pip\Tn.s.- Since an i from  the top row of pip\Tn.s. must also be permuted in to 
PiP lTn s i t  follows tha t the top row o f p\p\Tn.s. is o f the form,
( I -  l ) i Kr -  (I -  1) k 2 K,n + l
(2) Let S be the stabilizer o f the top row of p\Tn.s. and
Pi =  {a  G | a( K i K n + l ( i - l ) i l i K x - { 1 -  1) k 2 K,n + l }•
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F ix  (To £ Pi. Let /  : S —> Pi be a map, given by f ( a )  =  cr0 o a. We claim  tha t 
/  is a b ijective map. Take o \,o 2 G S then f ( a i )  =  /(<r2) implies cr0 o o\ =  a0 o a2. 
M u ltip ly in g  both  sides by o^1 gives =  o2 and therefore /  is one to  one. To see 
th a t /  is onto take an a rb itra ry  07 G Pi. Then /(o'o’V f)  =  07 and therefore, /  is onto. 
/  is a bijective map between fin ite  sets S and Pi and therefore |P/| =  |5j =  K !.
(3) Assume p G is such tha t there exists a q £ w ith  qpTn.s. — %j. Clearly, the 
columns o f pTn.s. must have a ll d is tinct entries. Since there is only one way to  order 
each column such tha t i t  is s tr ic tly  increasing, reading top to  bottom , th is q must be 
unique.
(4) We are assuming w ithou t loss o f generality tha t the 1 in  pTn.s. is located in  the 
Ith column. Since there exists a q G Cn such tha t qpTn.s. =  Tij, by part 1 the top row 
of pTn.s. must have the form:
( i - l ) l l i K i - ( l -  1) k 2
Now q — qi • • • qr w ith  97 G for i ^  I and qt £ \  C„ such th a t qi orders
the elements in  the i th column of pTn.s. so tha t they are s tr ic tly  increasing from  top 
to  bottom . pTn.s. and only  differ in  the 1st entry in  the Ith column and
w ithou t loss o f generality, suppose the kth entries in  the Ith column. T ha t is, the Ith 
column o f pTn.s. and plTn.s.(M )  are
respectively, where the entries not listed im p ly  tha t they are identical in  pTn.s. and 
P\Pn.s.{Xl *)•
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We need to  find a, q' E C„ such tha t q'plTn.s.{l, i )  — T j .  Let s be the unique 
perm utation in  Cn which interchanges the 1st and kth entry in  the Ith column of 
PiTn.s.{l, i )- Let q[ =  qis. q[ E Cn since the 1 in  the Ith column o f p lT .s .{ l , i )  is 
already in  the correct position. Then q' — q \ . .. qi-\q[qi+\. . .  qr E Cn is such tha t 
q'p*l Tn.s.{l,'i) =  Tij. By part 3 q' is unique.
□
L e m m a  6.11. Let Tn.s. and Tij be the n generalized tableaux defined exp lic itly  in 
section 6.3. Let pi E 7 ^  and p\ E 1Zn. Assume the 1 in p \ T n s is located in  the Ith 
column. Define the set
Pi =  {a  E 11W1 \< r{K i  • • • K n+l ) =  { I -  l ) i  h  K i  -  {I -  1) K 2 ■ • K n + l  }
Then,
[ T j  : g A T n , . ) }  =  K !  x  M ,
where M  is a constant number independent of K i , , K n+1. 
Proof.
{Lemma 6.10 part 3)
[Tij ■ g*(Tn.s.)] =  [Tj : E E  sgn{j)jpTn.s]
7ecw pen*
=  [Tij ■ s9n{lp)lppTn.s]
peKn
=  f a : E E sgnilpjlpPiPiTn.s] {Lemma 6.10 part 1) 
=  K![77y : ^ 2  s9n (lp)lpP\PiTn.s] {Lemma 6.10 part 2)
PieHn
=  Kl[Tij : s9n {ip)ipPiTn.s.{f,i)} {Lemma 6.10 part 4)
p‘[€'R-n
=  K\[Tij : gir{Tn.s.{l,i))\.
[Tij : gn{Tn.s.{l, *)) ]  *s a constant number independent o f K i , . . . ,  K n+\. □
W ith  Lemma 6.9 and Lemma 6.11 answering questions one and two, we move onto 
examining Case (3).
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6.5 Case (3)
Before we discuss Case (3) recall, T  was the fixed core 7r semi-standard generalized 
tableau defined in  section 6.1, and Tn.s and %k for i =  2 , . . . ,  n +  1 and k =  1 , . . . ,  fi 
are the 7r generalized tableaux defined in  section 6.3.
In  Case (3) we consider the action o f E ij  on g^iT),  which in  section 6.3 yielded the 
follow ing decomposition:
g , (E v T )  =  K jg, (T > )  +  J 2  s A E i 'T ) .
k=2,...,p  
1=  l,...,7Tfc
We s till need to  straighten the sum o f terms in  the righ t hand side o f the above 
equation. As Tn.s. represents E ^ T  for a rb itra ry  integers k >  2 and I our firs t goal is 
to straighten g^{Tn.s) -
Before discussing a straightening algorithm  for g^{Tn.s)i we firs t make the following 
defin ition.
D e f in it io n  6.3. Let (C, < )  be a pa rtia lly  ordered set. Let C\ be the set o f a ll m axim al 
elements in  C, and for k >  1, Ck be the set o f a ll m axim al elements in  C \  U r= i C 
is said to  have A>layers provided C =  T b e *t/l- la y e r  o f C is Ci. Ci is said to
be in  an u p p e r- la y e r  to Cj provided i <  j .
T h e o re m  6.1. Let Tn.s. and Tik be the n generalized tableaux defined in  section 6.3.
71-h 1 fi
g-niTn.s.) = EE  ^^  MikgTr(Tk) •>
i = 2  f c = l  1
where each Mik is a constant number independent o f K \ , . . . ,  K n+1.
Proof. F i x  an i =  2 , . . . ,  n +  1. Let  C% =  {Tik \ k =  1 , . . . ,  f i} .  (C \  < )  is a pa rtia lly  
ordered set w ith  <  defined in  Defin ition 4.17. Re-index Cl in  terms of layers. Tha t is 
suppose Cl has t-layers. Then O  =  U ;= i w ith  Ci — {*5(1,... ,  Simi}, where m; € Z >0
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and J2Ui mi =  l i ­
lt  suffices to  show tha t there exists coefficients M iq for I =  1 and q =
1, . . . ,  mi, where each M iq is a constant number independent o f K n+1, such
th a t when expressing
 ^ jy'
9%{T~n.s^ ) E E *  , ^ M lqgn(Siq)
1=1 9=1 1
in  terms o f a basis o f ®NV, no elements in  Cl appear. The jus tifica tion  o f th is claim 
w ill be w ithhe ld  u n til the end o f th is proof. The reason for this, is th a t by th is time, 
the reader w ill then be fam ilia r w ith  our straightening algorithm , which w ill make 
the jus tifica tion  o f our claim  easier to  describe.
We show by induction tha t we can remove a ll occurrences o f Siq for I =  1 , . . .  t and
q =  I , . . .  ,mi. The inductive parameter is the layer index I. We begin by removing 
a ll occurrences o f Sij for j  =  1, . . . ,  m\. A t the conclusion o f th is step, the firs t layer 
o f Cl w ill be removed.
W ith o u t loss o f generality, take Su  G C\. By Lemma 6.11, Lemma 6.9 and Remark 
4.6
[Su : g*(Tn.,.)\ =  K !  x  Q n  and [Sn  : g*(Sn )] =  ^ K !  x  R n ,
where Q u  is a constant number and R n  is a non-zero constant number, both inde­
pendent o f A d , . . . ,  K n+1-
Therefore when
s„(T„.,) -  [fd  : = 9,(Ta.,) -  j^ - r ^ - g A S u )  (5)
P l l  : 0ir(<f>n)J K i  +  1 R n
is expressed w ith  respect to  a basis for ®NV, no occurrences o f Sn appear. Since all 
elements in  C\ are maximal, by Lemma 4. 4, Siq G Cl does not appear in  for
I 7^  q. Therefore in  a sim ilar fashion, for q =  1 , . . . ,  m 1; we may subtract terms o f the
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form  9tt(S iq) to  (5), where each Q Xq is a constant number and each R Xq is a
non-zero constant number, a ll o f which are independent o f K x, . . . ,  K n+X. As a result, 
the elements in  Cx do not appear in
9, ( 7;.,.)  -  e^  K X +  i  Klg
when expressed w ith  respect to  a basis for ® ^ V .
Assume the Theorem holds for Cl having less then t layers. Tha t is, for I =  1 , . . . ,  t — 1 
and q =  1 , . . . ,  raj, le t M iq be a constant number independent o f K x, . . . ,  K n+X, and 
suppose when
t— 1 mi jr
g,(Tn.,) - E E
1=1 ,= 1 K ' + 1
is expressed w ith  respect to  a basis for ® NV, no elements in  Cx |J  • • • \JCt- X appear.
Take G Ct- By Lemma 6.11
[5’t i : gn(Tn.s.)\ — K !  x Qtl
where Q tx is a constant number independent o f K x, , K n+X.
By Lemma 6.9 and Remark 4.6
[Sn : gASn)] -  ^ K !  x R tl
and
[Sn : gASig)] =  ^ K !  x  R lq
for I — 1 , . . . ,  t — 1 and q — 1 , . . . ,  raj, where R tx is a non-zero constant number and 
each Riq is a constant number, a ll independent o f K x, . . . ,  K n+X.
We want to  find a value for M t in  the follow ing expression,
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t 1 TTll yr
g A T n , . )  -  EEtf I Mlqljff {Siq) Mtg-x^Stl),
1=1 9=1 1
such tha t when i t  is expressed w ith  respect to  a basis for ® NV, no occurrences o f Sti 
appear. Therefore we solve for M t such that,
1-1 m,
[ S i l  ■ ^(Tn.s.)] E E ^ r  - M lp[Sn : g*{Siq)] -  M n [Sn : gn(Siq)}
1=1 9=1 
t - l  mi
= K'.Qa -  £ E
1 = 1  0=1 1 +  1 1
=  0.
W hich gives,
Ki ( Qti V ' '  MlgRlq
=  E E ^ -
Let M u  =  — X ^ = i X ^ i  Mr^ 1‘ > an<i  therefore, M ti =  Since a ll the terms
in  M ti are constant numbers independent o f K \ , . ..  , K n+i, i t  follows tha t M t\ is a 
constant number independent o f K i , . . . ,  K n+\.
We now have,
t 1 mi j .
-  ^ E  T T ± 7 M k 9 * ( S „ )  -  j r - ^ M n g A S n )  (6)
f t !  £ 1  K l  +  1 +  1
has no elements in  Ci IJ - - • l jC t_ i U l ^ t i }  when i t  is expressed w ith  respect to  a basis 
for ® NV. B y Lemma 4.4, Sti does not appear in  g^iStq) for I ^  q. Therefore, we 
may subtract terms o f the form  g^Stq) for q =  2 , . . . ,  mt to  (6), and when (6) is 
expressed w ith  respect to  a basis for (gi^V, i t  s t ill w ill not contain the elements in 
Ci U  "  ' IJ C i- i U l^ t i } -  Choosing coefficients in  fron t o f each gn(Stq) as we did for 
g-ir(Sn) we conclude tha t,
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Qir^ Tn.s^ ) E E *  - ± —M lqgv(Siq) (7)
i= i 9=1 1
has no elements in  Cl =  C\ 1J • • • (J Ct when i t  is expressed w ith  respect to  the basis 
for ® NV, and each M iq is a constant number independent o f K \ , . . . ,  K n+\.
We have now elim inated a ll the elements in  Cl from  gn(Tn.s.)- Now th a t the reader 
is fam ilia r w ith  our straightening algorithm , we ju s tify  the claim  made at the begin­
ning o f th is  proof. Let C =  {Tij \ i — 2 , . . . ,  n +  1 and j  =  1 , . . .  , f i} .  Suppose r  ^  i 
and we consider the set Cr =  {%k | k =  1 , . . . ,  f r }. By Remark 6.4, for any Tk  £ Cl , 
none o f the elements in  CT appear in  gv(Tik), when g^iTik) is expressed w ith  respect to 
a basis fo r ® NV. T ha t is, when M iqgn(Siq) is expressed w ith  respect
to  a basis for ® NV, none of the elements in  Cr appear. Therefore, adding terms of 
the form  g^iffrk) for Trk G Cr to (7), and expressing this new equation w ith  respect 
to  a basis for ® NV, w ill s t ill have no occurrences o f the elements in  Cl . B y Remark 
6.4, we also have th a t for any %k £ Cr , none of the elements in  C1 appear in  g i^fTrk)- 
Therefore, the process o f e lim inating every element in  Cr from  gw(Tn.s.) is independent 
of e lim inating the elements in  Cl from  gn{Tn.s) -  Not only is th is process independent, 
bu t i t  is also done in  an identical manner. As the number o f times any element in C 
appears in  gw(Tn.s.) is K !  m u ltip lied by some constant number which is independent 
o f K i , . . . ,  K n+1, the process o f e lim inating every element in  Cr from  gn(Tn.s.) is iden­
tica l to  the straightening algorithm  we have ju s t presented. Since C =  and
by Lemma 6 .8 , the elements in  C form  a complete lis t o f n semi-standard generalized 
tableaux needed to  straighten ^ ( 7^.s.), we have our result.
□
We are now in  a position to  examine Case (3). Recall,
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By Theorem 6.1,
n+l fr
where each M rs is a constant number independent from  K i , , K n+i.
Therefore,
fc = 2 ,. . . ,p  r = 2  5=1
/=!,..,,7Tjfc
71 +1 fr jy-
E sAE^T) = E E j + T C„g,(T„)
s l
where Crs is a constant number independent o f K i , . . . ,  K n+1. Notice tha t we changed 
the coefficients from  M rs to  Crs, as the coefficients M rs came from  Theorem 6.1, which 
corresponded to  straightening an a rb itra ry  bu t fixed g ^ E ffT ) .
Combining these results
where fo r r  =  2 , . . . ,  n +  1 and s =  1, . . .  , f r , Crs is a constant num ber independent 
o f K \ , . . . ,  K n+ \ .
6.6 Summary
We have now achieved our goal for th is  chapter and summarize our results below. 
Case (1 ): For a rb itra ry  1 <  i <  n +  1,
gAEnD = KjgAV) + E  sAEijT)
k=2,...,p 
Tl + 1 fT
Notice when i =  1 T£ =  T .
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Case (2 ): For 1 <  i, j  <  n +  1,
E ij9 *{T ) =  K M V )  +  y^Jcr9^{Tr),
r
where each cr is a constant number independent o f K x, . . . ,  K n+1, and each %  € S7r(N )  
having top row identical to  top row of T .
Case (3 ): For 1 <  j  <  n 4- 1,
n+1 9r K
E i j9 * (T )  =  K jgr {T j )  +  E E  ^Crsgw(Trs),
r = 2 s = l  1
where each Crs is a constant number independent o f K x, . . . ,  K n+1, and each Trs G 
Sir(N )  which we defined exp lic itly  in section 6.3.
R e m a rk  6.5 . Let g^{T) be a basis vector for the A n-module gv(<S>NV) where T  G
Sn(N) having top row K \  ■ ■ • K n+X w ith  each Ki  is chosen sufficiently large. Let 
S i , . . . ,  $6 be the Serre relations for A n defined in  defin ition 2.33. The Serre relations 
are sums and differences o f monomials in  the operators Eij. Therefore, for r  =  1 , . . . ,  6
c „  (n~\ P l(Ku ■ ■ ■ , K n+i)
SrgA>) = 2  n (k \----- 9^ ' l>Q i (K  i )
where for a ll values o f I, Pi and Qi are polynomials in  K x, , K n+X and K x respec­
tively, and 71 G Sn(N ).  In  addition, as K x was chosen to be sufficiently large, Qi is a 
non-zero polynom ial.
7 Realization of non-integral simple torsion free 
An-modules
Recall in  our m otiva ting  example from  section 5 through a complex continuation we 
realized a ll simple torsion free A n-modules o f degree one. Following these methods 
the goal o f th is chapter is a realization o f a ll simple torsion free A n-modules o f fi­
n ite degree having a non-integral central character. As in the case o f our m otivating
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example we look to  the fin ite  dimensional simple highest weight A n-modules as the 
framework for our construction.
Recall from  section 4.3 we may use tableau formalism to  construct fin ite  dimen­
sional simple highest weight j4n-modules. For 7r =  {iti >  • • • >  7rp}  G Set
A =  rriiUi w ith  =  -Ki — 7Tj+ i for i =  1 , . . .  ,n  and mn+i =  7r,j+ i. By The­
orem 4.2, ^7r( 0 iVV) is isomorphic to  the fin ite  dimensional simple j4n-module F(A) 
w ith  highest weight A. In  add ition we know tha t g-n{^NV) has highest weight vector 
gn(T+) where T + is the n semi-standard generalized tableau having i th row filled en­
tire ly  w ith  the value i for i — 1 , . . . ,  n + l .  Lastly by Theorem 4.1 {g ^ T )  \ T  G <S,r(./V)} 
is a basis fo r gn{®NV).
We wish to  construct a torsion free >ln-module having central character 
Xawi+m2a)2+-+m nwn where a e C \  Z  and m* G Z >0 for i =  2 , . . . ,  n. F ix  7r =  { 7r2 >  
• ’ • >  TTp} € U ( M )  and let 7Ti G Z >0 such tha t 7Ti »  7t2 and 7rx is variable. F irs t fix  a 
vector a =  ( a i , . . . ,  an+1) G Cn+1 where each Oj G C \  Z  such th a t — +2 =  o-
We introduce a form al symbol v(a +  M 1 T )  , where M  =  ( M i , . . . ,  M n+1) G Z "+1 w ith  
Ya ~ i  M i — 0 and T  G S a(M )  w ith  no index having a value o f 1. We are viewing 
v(a +  M ,  T )  as corresponding to a core basis vector. Form ally define the vector space 
V(a, 7r) to  have basis
71+1
B =  {v(a  +  M , f ) | M G  Z " +1 , ^  M  =  0 and f  G S * (A f)} .
i = l
Define the action o f the operators Eij on V(a, 7r) analogous to  i t ’s action on the 
core basis vectors, which we outlined in  section 6.6. For 1 <  * <  n +  1, e* w ill denote 
the n +  1-tuple having a zero in  every co-ordinate other then the i th co-ordinate, which 
contains the value 1.
1. For 1 <  i <  n +  1
E u v (a  +  M ,  T )  =  i f l i  +  M {  +  k i ) v (a  +  M ,  T )  
where ki is equal to  the number o f *’s occurring in  T .
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2. For 1 <  i <  n +  1
E h v (cl +  M , T )  — (fli +  M\)v(o, +  M  +  e, — e i, 7”).
3. For 1 <  z, j  <  n +  1
Eijv(a +  M, T) = (aj + Mj)v(a + M  +  e* — e^ , T) + crw(a 4- M, %)
r
where each %  e Sa(M ),  and the coefficients cr correspond to  the coefficients 
which occur in  case (2) o f section 6.6
4. For 1 <  j  <  n +  1
E\jv(o, +  M , T)  = (fl_j + Mj)v(a + M  + ei — e^ , 7”)
+1 /r .
+ E  E  x u  l i 0^ 8 + * + ^ ^  r")o i ai +  M i +  i  r= 2  5=1
where each Trs £ <5#(M ) was defined exp lic itly  in  section 6.3, and the coefficients 
Crs are the coefficients which occur in  case (3) o f section 6.6.
R e m a rk  7.1. I t  is im portan t tha t the reader notice tha t th is action is identical to 
the action we outlined in  section 6.6 except each Ki  is substituted w ith  an a* +  M*. 
Also the basis vectors for V(a,  if)  are weight vectors for the Cartan subalgebra K  o f 
A n. The weight o f each v(a +  M ,  T )  is
71
®i+1 T  M.i+\ ki
1 = 1
where ki is the number o f i ’s occurring in T. Notice since T  does not contain an 
index w ith  a value o f 1, we must have ki =  0.
V (a, 7r) has weight la ttice  contained in
n
(a i — 02 — ^2 ) ^ 1  +  — ai+1 +  ni ~  ni+ l)u i +  Q-
1=2
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Lem m a 7.1. Let a G C \  Z and fix a =  ( a i , . . . ,  an+1) G C "+1 w ith  each G C \  Z 
such that Oj — 7T2 =  a. Then V(a, fr) is an j4n-module.
Proof. Let Si , . . . ,  Sq be a complete list of Serre relations for An defined in definition 
2.33. Since the action of the operators E^ on V(a ,ir) were defined analogously to 
the action of the operators Eij on the core basis vectors coming out of our finite 
dimensional modules <^ (<8)NV) by Remark 6.5
o„ .^  I iTt Sr\ Pl(al +  M l, . . . , an+i +  Mn+i) iT/r 7r\
S M a  +  M ,T )  =  ^ ------------ Q|(a, +  M l)-------------»<« +  M , T,)
where for each index of I we have % G 5 *(M ), Pi is a polynomial in n +  1 variables 
evaluated at a i + M i , . . . ,  an+i + M n+i and Qi is a polynomial in one variable evaluated 
at ai +  M X. Observe that the roots of the polynomial Qi are all integers and since ax G 
C \  Z we have that Qfcii +  M i)  ^  0 for all I. Furthermore, each ft(ai+^u-.an+i+Mn+i) 
corresponds to P' ^ ’)j^ n+L'1 occurring in
c (*~r\ Pi (Ki , . . . ,  K n+i)
S 0 . c n -  E " Q l{K l)—
Since each g^(T) are basis vectors for some An-module gn{®NV)
Sig^T) =  0 for i =  1, . . .  ,6.
Therefore for every /,
P i(K i , . . . ,  K n+i) =  0 for all K i , . . . ,  K n+i larger then 1C.
By Lemma 5.2
Pi(ai +  M i , . . . ,  an + 1 +  M n+i ) =  0 for all ai +  M i , . . . ,  a „+i +  M n+i in C \  Z. 
Therefore,
SiV(a +  M , f )  =  0
for all basis vectors v(a +  M , T )  of V (a, fr) and all Serre relations S i , . . . ,Sq. By the 
comment proceeding Theorem 2.7, V (a ,ir) is an yl„-module. □
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L e m m a  7.2. Let a E C \Z  and fix  a =  (al 5 . . . ,  a „+ i) € Cn+1 w ith  each a* 6 <C\Z such 
tha t Y^i=i a% ~  ^ 2  =  a. The degree of V(a,  tt) is equal to  the dimension o f the fin ite 
dimensional simple A n_!-module having highest weight A =  ^ ”=2(vr! — 7ri+1)u;,_i.
Proof. Let yt be a weight for An. Let v(a +  M , T )  E Vp w ith  T  having content 
{ 2 fcV . . , ( n  +  l ) fc"+1}.
Therefore, v(a +  M , T )  has weight
n
'y ' (fit — a>i+i +  M i  — A fj+ i +  ki — ki+ i)u)i 
2=1
For any T ' € S ^ {M )  w ith  content {2 l2, . . . ,  ( n + l ) in+1}, let M ’ =  M + ( 0, k 2 , . . . ,  A;„4 . i)+  
(0, —I2 , ■ ■ ■, —ln+i).  Then v(a +  M ' , T ' )  E V^. Also for a fixed T  E S ^ {M )  there cor­
responds a unique choice for M  such tha t v(a +  M , T )  is in Vp.
Therefore, the dimension of Vp is equal to  the number of ways a Young frame w ith  
underlying pa rtition  tt can be filled w ith  the values 2 , . . . ,  n  +  1 in  semi-standard 
fashion. However, this is equal to  the number of ways a Young frame w ith  under­
ly ing p a rtition  tt can be filled w ith  the values 1, ,n  in semi-standard fashion. By 
Theorem 4.1 this is the dimension of Y ( ^ " =2(7Ti — TTl+i)uit^ \) ,  the fin ite  dimensional 
simple A „_ i-m odule  of highest weight X ^= 2 (7r* — ^ + 1) ^ - 1 -
As Vfj, was a rb itra rily  chosen we have shown tha t the dimension of each weight space 
is equal to  the dimension of V (A) and we have our result. □
L e m m a  7.3. F ix  tt =  { tt2 >  • • • >  ttp} E Y l {M ) .  Let a E (C \  Z  and fix  a =  
( d i , . . . ,  a „+ i)  E Cn+1 w ith  each a; E C \  Z  such tha t Y ^= i — tt2 =  a. Then V(a,  tt) 
has central character xx where A =  auii +  ^ " =2(7Ti — 7ri+1)tUj.
Proof. Let tt =  { tt\ >  • ■ • >  7rp}  w ith  tt\ 2> tr2 be variable and tt is fixed. Let 
{ / q , . . . .  hn}  be a basis for the Cartan subalgebra 7i  of A n. We want to  show tha t 
the central character of V(a,  tt) is xa- F irs t consider gn(<8>NV),  the fin ite  dimensional
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simple A „-m odule of highest weight / i =  ^ " = i ( 7ri — 3 tt((S>JVV) adm its a central
character Xu- By definition, for any v G g,r((8>NV) and any z G Z(U(An))
z - v  =  X n { z ) v .
In  particular this is true for the maximal vector v+ G 9 -n(ZiNV). Take a z =  
J2i K i1 ' ‘ ' K f  e Z(U (An)), where pu G Z>0 and hu G { h i , h n}.
z,v+ =  Y^n{hu)Pl1 ■ ■ ■ p{hnl)Pnlv+ =  x^(z)v+ . 
i
Therefore for 2  G Z{U{An))
Xn(z) =  ^2n{hu )pu ■ ■ ■ p(hnl)Pnl
1
=  -  7r2)Pli ' ' '  (7r"  ~~ 7r” +1 )Pni 
I
n + l
=  Ki ~  71-2)PU (7I’2 ~  7r3)P2‘ ' ’ ' _  7rn+l)P"i
I i= l
where Xa=u K { =  tt1.




where f z is a polynomial in the variable 
By Schur Lemma 3.3
n + l
Z'V =  f * ( 5 2  K i)V for a11 V S 5tt(®NV)
1 =  1
In particular for all core basis vectors v in the finite dimensional modules gv(<S>NV)
n + l
z.v =  f z(^2,Ki)v.
i = 1 
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The action of z on the basis vectors in V(a, ft) were defined identically to i t ’s action on 
the core basis vectors in our finite dimensional modules gr (tS)NV), w ith  the exception 
that each Ki is substituted w ith a a* +  Mi. Therefore
z.v =  f z(a +  7r2)v for all v G V(a, ft) 
where ai ~  ^2 =  a-
Therefore V(a, ft) has central character xx where A =  aw\ +  (7r* — 7ri+iV®-
□
Lem m a 7.4. F ix  ft =  { 7^  >  • • • >  ttp}  G \ \ { M ) .  Let a G C \  Z  and fix  a =
(oq,. . . ,  an+1) G Cn+1 w ith  each a, G C \  Z  such tha t ai ~  ^ 2 =  a■ Let A =
aw j +  Yw= 2 (7r» ~  The central character Xa of V  (a, ft) is non-integral.
Proof. Suppose the sequence associated w ith A =  au>\ +  X ]”=2(7r* — 7Ti+1)^* is m(A) =  
(mi (A) , . . .  ,m „+i(A). Then for i =  1 , . . . ,  n, (A +  p)(hai) =  A) -  m i+1(A).
m(A) is non-integral provided there exists indices j ,  k such that rrij(X) — mfc(A) 0  Z.
Since
m i(A) — m2(A) =  a +  1 ^  Z,
Xa is a non-integral central character.
□
Lem m a 7.5. Let ft =  {ir2 >  ••• >  7rp} G Let a G C \  Z and fix a =
(a i, . . . ,  an+i)  G Cn+1 w ith  each a, G C \  Z such that a, — 7r2 =  a. The operator 
Ej\ acts injectively on Via, ft).
Proof. I t  suffices to show that Ej\ acts injectively on an arbitrary weight space of 
V(a, ft). Recall, in the proof of Lemma 7.2, for any weight p, the weight space 
has a basis labelled by the elements T  G SV(M). That is, for each T  G S *(M ) there 
exists a unique M y such that v(a +  M y, T )  G Vp, and {v(a +  M y, T )  \ T  G SV(M)}
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For any basis vector v(a +  M f ,  T )  of Vj,
Ejiv^u + M f ,  T )  — (flj -|- M i)v (a  -I- My- + Gj — ej, E )
Therefore, for an arbitrary non-zero linear combination of elements in V^, say 
S re s ?(M) cf v(fl +  M f,  T )
E j i  ^ 2  C fv (a  +  M f , T )  =  ^ 2  C f(a i  +  ( M f ) i ) v ( a  +  M f  +  ej — e \ ,T ) .
TeS5(M) T&Sz(M)
As ^ re s -(M ) C fv ( a + M f ,  T )  is non-zero, there exists a T  £ S ^ (M )  such that Cf  ^  0. 
Since (ai +  ( M f ) i)  ^  0 for all T  £ 5#(M ), it  follows that
E j i  ^ 2  Cfv(a +  M f , T ) =  ^ 2  Cf(a1 +  ( M f ) i ) v ( a  +  M f  +  e j - e i , T ) ^ 0 .  
T€S*(M )  TeS?(M)
As {u (a  +  M f  +  ej  — e1: T )  | T  £ SV(M )} is a basis for the weight space V^_Q, where 
a =  t j  — ei was defined in  section 2.5, Ej i  acts in jectively on V^.
□
Lem m a 7.6. Let ir =  { 7^  >  ••• >  7rp} £ EK-^O- Let a £ C \  Z  and fix o =  
(a i , . . . ,  an+i) £ C "+1 w ith  each a* £ C \  Z such that ai ~  w 2 — &• Then V(a, n) 
is torsion free and simple.
Proof. B y Lemma 7.2, V(a,  fr) has bounded weight spaces, by construction, V(a,  tt) 
is in fin ite  dimensional, and by Remark 7.1 the weights of V(a, tt) are contained in 
exactly one Q-coset, and therefore V(a,  if) is admissible. B y Lemma 3.1, V(a, tt) 
has fin ite  length. B y Theorem 3.1 a composition series exists and therefore V (a ,n )  
contains a simple submodule V ' . V '  is a submodule of R(a,7r), and by Lemma 7.5, 
V '  is in fin ite  dimensional, and therefore is admissible. V 1 has central character
n
Xv where v =  awi +  ^ ( 7^ — 7ri+i)u>i
i = 2
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and weight lattice contained in
n
( a  i  — d 2 — ^ 2)^1  +  — a i + l  +  7T» — T T t+ l)^  +  Q
i= 2
Fix a' =  (a' j , . . . ,  a^+1) € Cn+1 w ith each a' € C \  Z. Recall from Example 3.1, M (a ') 
denotes a simple torsion free + (-module of degree one. Let -K\ € Z w ith  7Ti >  7t2. By 
Theorem 1.15 part 3 [3]
n
M (a ' ) 0  R(^(7Tj -  7rj+i)cjj)
2=1
is torsion free. By Theorem 3.4 [3], M(a!) 0 R — contains a simple
torsion free submodule W  which has central character
n + l  n
Xu where fi =  a- +  7Ti -  7r2)cJi +  ]P(7Tj -  t t i+ i) ^
2=1 2 = 2
and weight lattice
n
T M  -  a ’i+1 + 7 Ti -  7Ti+ 1 )a;i +  Q .
2=1
Notice by letting a'j =  ai — 7rj and a' =  a, for i  > 1, W  and V' are both 
simple admissible modules having the same central character and weights contained 
X ir= i(ai — ai+ i +  Tr* — nt+i)ojl +  Q. The semi-simple irreducible coherent families 
constructed from W  and V' both have the same central character and by Remark 3.6 
these coherent families are isomorphic and hence W  and V  are isomorphic. Therefore 
V' is a simple torsion free ^4„-module having central character
n




(ai -  a2 -  7T2V i  +  -  dj+1 +  7Ti -  TTi+i)u>i +  Q.
2=2
By Theorem 3.6 the degree of V' is equal to the dimension of the finite dimensional 
/l„_ i-m odule having highest weight ^ " = 2(7r* — 7ri+i)a;j_i. By Lemma 7.2 this is also 
the degree of V(a, ir). Therefore V(a,i f) =  V' which implies V(a,ir) is simple and 
torsion free. □
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We have now arrived at the goal of our work. We have a realization of any sim­
ple torsion free A ri-module having fin ite  degree and a non-integral central character. 
Moreover, th is realization was achieved by working exclusively w ith  fin ite  dimensional 
A„-modules. We present this realization in the next Theorem.
T h e o re m  7.1. (M ain Theorem) Let a G C \  Z  and rrii G Z>0 for i  =  2 , . . . ,  n. A  
simple torsion free A n-module of fin ite  degree having a non-integral central character 
Xaui+E?=2 miwi can '3e rea^ ze(l  in the following manner.
Fix 7r =  {772 >  ■ ■ • >  7rp} G U(M)  such that m; =  7q — 7q+i for i =  2 , . . . ,  n. Fix
a = ( a i , . . . ,  an+i) G Cn+1 with each a; G C \  Z such that ai~  ^ 2 — a.
Let V(a,  tt) be the vector space w ith  basis
n + l
B  =  {v(a  +  M , T ) | i i f G  Z "+1 , ^  M i =  0 and T  G 5 * (M ) } .
1=1
Define the action o f the root vectors E tJ on basis vectors of V(a,  w) to  be
1. For 1 <  i  <  ra +  1
Euv(a +  M , T )  =  (at +  M t +  ki )v(a  +  M ,  T )  
where kt is equal to the number of i 's occurring in  E.
2. For 1 <  i  <  n  +  1
Env(a  +  M ,  E )  =  (a\ +  M \)v (a  +  M  +  — ej, E).
3. For 1 <  i, j  <  n  +  1
E i jv (a  +  M ,  E )  =  (a j  +  M j)v ( a  +  M  +  e* — e ,^ T )  4 - crn(a +  M ,  7^)
r
where each 7). G 5 * (M ) ,  and the coefficients cr correspond to  the coefficients 
which occur in  case (2) o f section 6.6
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4. For 1 < j  <  n + 1
E\jv{ci + M, T ) = (dj + + M  6i — c^ , 7")
71+1 /r . Tt<r
+  £  E  x  1 1 g r ^ (a  +  M  +  er -  ej,Trs)-‘ -A “  ai +  M i  +  1 
r = 2  s = l
where each Trs G Sn(M) was defined explicitly in section 6.3, and the coefficients 
Crs are the coefficients which occur in case (3) of section 6.6.
Then V(a, ir) is a simple torsion free A„-module having a non-integral central charac­
ter Xaujr+YS-2  rriiun w ith  degree equal to the dimension of the finite dimensional A„_i  
module having highest weight Y^i=2 miu,i - 1-
Proof. By Lemma 7.1 and Lemma 7.6, V(a, tt) is a simple torsion free A n-module. 
By Lemma 7.3 and Lemma 7.4, V(a, tt) has a non-integral central character
Xau>i+^ 2”_2(Tri-vi+i)u!i ~  Xaui1+'^ 2”_2miUJi-
By Lemma 7.2, the degree of V ( a ,  tt) is equal to the dimension of the finite dimensional 
A„_i  module having highest weight ^'=2 □
8 Future Research
M athieu [10] classified all simple torsion free A n-rriodules having fin ite  degree. In  par­
ticu lar, M athieu partitioned all such modules in to 3 types: integral regular, singular 
integral and non-integral regular. In  Theorem 7.1, we gave a realization and exp lic itly  
described a basis and a module action for the simple torsion free A„-m odules in  the 
non-integral regular case. We believe tha t for an appropriate choice o f a G C "+1, by 
using the module constructed in  this work, a complete realization w ith  an explic it 
basis and module action described w ill be obtained for the singular integral type. 
However, for the integral regular case, a realization using a tableau formalism is 
somewhat more problematic. We can find an a G C "+1 such tha t the module V (a, tt) 
admits an integral regular central character. However, in  this s ituation  V (a, if) is not 
simple. The problem here is to  determine a decomposition of V(a,  if).
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